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Chapter I 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction 
In each organism duplication of the genetic material is one 
of the most fundamental processes. For the eukaryotic cell 
this is a formidable task since in a time-lapse of a few 
hours only, a genome with a length of up to several meters, 
has to be copied. This genome, subdivided into several 
chromosomes, consists of chromatin, i.e. DNA intimately 
associated with a number of classes of proteins, of which 
the class of the histones in one of the most prominent. The 
replication process, therefore, requires coordinately a 
correct duplication of DNA, the synthesis of the right 
amounts and types of proteins and the assembly of these 
components to form two daughter chromatin strands that 
are identical to the parental one. Moreover, the mechanism 
has to provide for that in each cell cycle duplication takes 
place only once. It will be clear that, besides temporal 
regulatory processes, functional organization of the genome 
for replication during interphase has received considerable 
attention in recent years. 
1.2. Chromatin Structure 
The basic structural unit of chromatin, whether in interphase 
or during mitosis, is the nucleosome (1-5) . It consists 
of a stretch of DNA of approximately 200 base-pairs, complexed 
to a histone octamer (2,6,7) consisting of 2 molecules of 
Н_
д
, H__, H, and H. each. This structural repeating unit 
can be further subdivided into a "core particle", consisting 
of 140 base-pairs (8-11) wound around the outside of the 
histone octamer (12-16), and a "linker", i.e. a stretch of 
DNA of 40-60 base-pairs on the average, varying from species 
to species (10,11,14,17) and even within a species (18). 
Core-particles can be isolated from chromatin by a limit 
digestion with Staphylococcal nuclease, since the linker-
regions are more susceptible to the action of the enzyme 
(8-11,19). Further analysis has revealed that DNA is wound 
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around the cylindrical histone octamers in 1,7 5 turns 
(15,20,21), so inducing one negative supercoil for each 
nucleosome (22). Ultrastructurally, chromatin appears in a 
beads-on-a-string conformation (1,2,23,29), in which the 
positioning of the nuclosomes along the DNA strand is 
a-specific with respect to base-sequence (24,25). In vivo, 
and partly due to histone H.. which interacts with the linker-
region (26,28), the beaded structure most likely exists in 
a more compact, solenoidal form (29,30). It is generally 
thought that the metaphase chromosome consists of a super-
structure of the solenoid, in the modelling of which non-
histone chromosomal proteins may play an important rôle 
(31,32) . 
Analysis of chromatin structure with DNase I showed that 
core-DNA is accessible to the nuclease, which cleaves DNA 
at intervals of 10 base-pairs. This could indicate that DNA 
is not smoothly bent around the histone--core (33) , but 
instead exists in a periodically kinked form with a repeat 
length of 10 base-pairs (32,34). 
With respect to DNA-replication, as well as to transcription, 
this basic organization of chromatin has important consequences. 
For instance, it provides one of the levels of regulation 
of the above-mentioned processes. 
1.3. Chromatin Replication 
The eukaryotic genome appears to be replicated in a temporally 
and spatially ordered pattern. It has been shown that specific 
parts of the genome replicated at defined periods within 
the S-phase (35-37), which suggests the existence of multiple 
units of replication. These units were shown to exist in 
subsequent years and were called "replicons" (38,39) . 
Replicons appear to be clustered, i.e. duplication of sets 
of adjacent replicons takes place simultaneously (38-41). In 
each replicón, synthesis of daughter strands was found to 
start at a specific "origin" (42). From each origin two 
replication forks emerge, indicating that replication proceeds 
bi-directionally (38,43-45). As a consequence, "replication-
loops" are generated, which have been demonstrated to exist 
ultra-structurally (46). Termination seems to take place 
irrespective of the base-sequence, where two replication 
loops fuse (47). The size of replicons has been shown 
to vary from species to species (48) and, within a species, 
has been shown to depend on the stage of development (46) . 
The observed values averaged 20-60 \im (48) . 
1.4. Inte^nedbates of Replication 
Since all known DNA-polymerases can only synthesize DNA in 
the 5'-3' direction (49), DNA-replication at first was thought 
to proceed in semidiscontinuous way. However, with the 
probable exception of small DNA-virusses (50-52) , DNA-
replication is now assumed to occur discontinuously on both 
parental strands (53-55) . 
Primary products of this process are the so-called "Okazaki 
fragments", replicative intermediates sedimenting at 
approximately 4S (51-54,56,57). In vitro, Okazaki fragments 
were shown to be primed by RNA-fragments of approximately 10 
base-pairs (58,59). Studies using intact eukaryotic cells, 
however, have provided contradictory evidence on this subject 
(54,60-62) . RNA-pnming would be consistent with the fact 
that none of the known DNA-polymerases is able to initiate 
new DNA-chains (49). 
The striking similarity of the length of the Okazaki fragments 
and the repeat length of nucleosomal DNA suggested that 
initiation of Okazaki fragments might be directed by the 
periodicity of spacing of the nucleosomes along the DNA-
strand (63,64) . 
Okazaki fragments have been postulated to be initiated between 
the nuclosomes in the linker region (63,64) , possibly in a 
pre-fork mode of DNA-synthesis (63,65). The fact that, in 
Vbtr>o , the fragments are initiated at random with respect 
to template base sequence (58,59), as would be expected 
from the positioning of the nucleosomes, is in agreement 
with this postulate. 
In the next step of the replication process, Okazaki fragments 
which seem to be incorporated into nucleosomes prior to 
ligation (66,67), are ligated to ultimately from intermediate? 
of replicón size (53,54,56,57,68,69). Whether this elongation 
mechanism proceeds by the way of classes of intermediates of 
discrete lengths is still a matter of controversy, though 
their occurrence has been reported (53,69,70). In the final 
step the replicon-sized intermediates are joined to form 
mature chromosomal DNA (53,68,69). 
1.5. Inhibitors of DNA-synthesis 
Evidence confirming the phased mechanism of DNA-replication 
has been provided in abundance by studies that employ 
inhibitors affecting DNA-synthesis. Putative targets of 
such inhibitors are initiation (both of S-phase and of 
individual replicons), elongation of nascent chains and 
ligation of primary and secondary replicative intermediates. 
Inhibitors affecting initiation of S-phase generally do not 
act directly on the replication process, but instead, mostly 
seem to influence one or several steps in G.--phase. This 
class of inhibitors, more or less falling outside the scope 
of this thesis, comprises several inhibitors of protein 
and RNA-synthesis and certain categories of mitogens (71,72). 
Initiation of replicons can be inhibited by damaging the 
DNA by means of irradiation. Doses introducing 1 hit, 
g 
presumably a single-strand break for every 10 dalton DNA 
(the size of a replicon-cluster), are sufficient to produce 
this effect (73-75) . Since this target size also corresponds 
to the size of the supercoiled subunits of the chromosome 
(76), it is generally assumed that, because of the relaxation 
of the supercoil in the replicon-cluster, initiation of 
every single replicón of that cluster is prevented (74,75). 
Inhibitors, such as actinomycin D, a known inhibitor of 
replicón initiation (77), acridines and anthracyclines, which 
by intercalating into DNA reduce its amount of supercoiling 
(78), might have an effect similar to that of X-rays. 
Alternatively, their helix-stabilizing properties (79-81) 
could also be the reason for their effect on replicón 
initiation, for which analogous to initiation of transciption 
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(82) a local denaturation at the origin is considered to be 
an essential step (63,64) . 
However, also inhibitors with a completely different mode of 
action affect initiation of replicons. Ara-C. a competitor 
with dC for DNA-polymerase (83,84), for instance, was shown 
to prevent the onset of replicón duplication (85). No clear 
reason for this effect is known at this moment but a cause 
might be an enrichment of origins with G-C-sequences (86). 
Finally, it is necessary to mention inhibitors of protein 
synthesis, although their effect on replicón initiation 
only seems to be an indirect one (87). 
A reduction of the rate of chain elongation seems to be the 
most manifest effect of inhibitors of protein synthesis 
(87,88). It was, therefore, concluded that DNA-replication 
was highly dependent on ongoing protein synthesis»possibly of 
histones(89). The nature of this coupling, however, is not 
yet quite clear (87,90,91). 
Other classes of inhibitors have also been shown to retard 
fork progression. Amongst them is the class of the nucleoside 
analogues, which exert their action either by competitive 
inhibition of DNA polymerase (83,84 92) or by altering the 
properties of the З'-ends of the nascent chains as a consequence 
of their incorporation into the DNA (93-95) . A similar 
phenomenon is observed, when substances affecting nucleotide 
metabolism, such as hydroxyurea and FdUrd, are used (96,97) . 
Whether the inhibitors reducing the rate of fork progression, 
simultaneously inhibit ligation of primary replicative 
intermediates, is hard to determine, for as a consequence 
of inhibition of ligation, there will also be a relative 
accumulation of Okazaki fragments in pulse-labelling experiments. 
On the other hand, ligation of replicón-sized intermediates 
to form mature chromosomal DNA has been observed to be 
affected by an inhibitor of protein synthesis, cycloheximide 
(98). That ongoing protein synthesis is required for this 
process, might also be indicated by the observation that 
гп ІІУО DNA-synthesizing systems, such as isolated nuclei, 
which lack protein synthesis, usually are defective in this 
respect (99-101) . 
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1.6. Replioation and Intranjoleav Structures 
In the bacteria the cell-envelope has been shown to be 
involved in the process of duplication of the genome (102,103). 
Analogously, for eukaryotic cells, the nuclear envelope has 
been proposed to play a comparable rôle. This seemed to be 
confirmed by the observation that replicating DNA was 
preferentially found in the 'M"-band (104,105), which consists 
of a complex of Mg-sarcosinate and membrane-material (106) . 
Autoradiographic studies, however, revealed that synthesis 
of DNA occurs throughout the nucleus and is not confined 
to regions in the immediate proximity of the nuclear 
membrane (107-109) . This apparent contradiction was solved 
when by means of extraction of interphase nuclei with high 
concentrations of salt, the existence of a fibruous network 
within the nucleus was demonstrated (110-113). 
Comparable observations were done on isolated and dehistonised 
metaphase chromosomes (114,115). The nuclear protein structure 
is generally believed to consist of a pore complex-lamina, 
which apparently can be isolated separately (116,117), 
residual nucleoli and an internal network or matrix (110, 
112). In conformity with the autoradiographic observations, 
biochemical analysis revealed that the replicating DNA is 
associated with the nuclear protein structure preferentially 
(118-120) . 
The aim of the study, presented in this thesis, was to gain 
further insight in the relationship between replicating 
chromatin and the intranuclear protein structure. Accordingly, 
both the mechanism of the replication of chromatin and the 
mode of attachment of replicating DNA to the nuclear structure 
were studied. 
Replication was analysed mainly by interfering in the 
process by means of two different inhibitors of DNA-synthesis, 
i.e. arabinosylcytosine, to which chapter 2 is devoted, 
and daunomycin, the mode of action of which is described in 
chapter 3. In chapter 4 the attachment of dehistonised, 
replicating DNA to the nuclear protein structure is examined 
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in detail, using several different nucleases as probes. 
In chapter 5 it is investigated whether replicating DNA is 
attached to the nuclear protein structure in one site only. 
Finally, in chapter 6, the efforts and the results thereof, 
to gain insight in chromatin structure of newly replicated 
DNA are described. 
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Summary 
Arabinosylcytosine at a 1 · 1(Γ 4 molar concentration inhibited thymidine 
incorporation into DNA by more than 95% In sucrose gradients the labelled 
dThd was predominantly found in short DNA chains Labelled arabinosylcyto-
since (aC) was incorporated into DNA, as was labelled dThd, indicating that it 
causes a preferential inhibition of the chain polymerization rather than termi­
nation of nascent chains This was confirmed by the observation of the con­
version of short chains to normal size DNA molecules in chase experiments. 
In the absence of NaCl and at neutral pH a release of more than 50% of the 
nascent label as single strands was repeatedly observed upon sucrose gradient 
centnfugation This release could be significantly reduced by 1 M NaCl, indicat­
ing that in the presence of aC the in vivo structure was preserved This was 
further confirmed by the fact that aC did not cause detachment of DNA from 
a rapidly sedimenting nuclear structure 
Based on these results, a replication model slightly different from the one 
suggested by Okazaki, is proposed, in which initiations of new nascent chains 
can occur at certain distances ahead of the replication fork. 
Introduction 
In recent years inhibitors which interfere in a specific way with the replica­
tion process have been used succesfully in investigations on DNA synthesis and 
its regulation The overall replication comprises a number of steps, of which the 
initiation of rephcons, the initiation of new DNA chains, the polymerization of 
the nascent chains and the joining of Okazaki fragments by polynucleotide 
ligase are putative targets of such inhibitors. 
Abbreviations SDS sodium dodccyl sulphate aC arabinosylcytosine dThd, deoxythymidine 
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The antitumor agent arabinosylcytosine (aC) [1—3] has been shown to be a 
powerful inhibitor of DNA synthesis in eukaryotic organisms but the mode of 
its action is not yet entirely clear, ΐη the cell the nucleoside is converted to 
aCTP [4] and incorporated into replicating DNA [5—7]. DNA synthesis, in 
vitro, is apparently terminated after aCMP has been attached to the З'-end of 
the growing chain [8] , however, in vivo experiments show the nucleotide to be 
incorporated into internal positions [5—7,9]. DNA-polymerase activity in 
vitro is apparently inhibited by competition of aCTP with dCTP (10—14], 
while there is some evidence that, in vivo, the initiation of new replicons is 
inhibited preferentially [15] . Other mechanisms of action of the inhibitor have 
also been suggested [16,17]. The main aim of this investigation was to establish 
the effect of aC on the initiation and elongation of Okazaki fragments. Particu­
lar attention was paid to the release of nascent single strands. 
Materials and Methods 
Source of materials used. l-/3-D-Arabinosylcytosine was purchased from 
Sigma and used without further purification. [Me-3H]dThd (20 Ci/mmol), 
[5-3H]aC (15 Ci/mmol) and [2- 1 4C]dThd (52.8 Ci/mol) were products of 
N.E.N. Pronase (nuclease-free) was obtained from Calbiochem. Calf thymus 
DNA was from Boehringer and hydroxyapatite (DNA-grade) from Biorad. All 
other chemicals were of analytical grade. 
Cell culture and labelling procedures. Calf liver cells were grown in mono­
layer culture as described previously [18], except that a serum concentration 
of 10% was used. All labelling and inhibition experiments were performed at 
37°С using pre-warmed solutions. DNA was prelabelled by addition of 0.04 
μ^/πιΐ ['"CjdThd for at least 36 h. After growing in label-free medium for 
another 2 h cells were pulse-labelled with 5 μϋϊ/πιΐ [ 3 H]dThd for 10 min or 1 h 
in the presence or absence of aC, or with 100 ßCi/ml [3H]dThd for 1 min 
without inhibitor. When aC was used, cells were routinely preincubated with the 
inhibitor for 30 min. For experiments on inhibition kinetics the cells were 
grown and prelabelled on cover slips. These were transferred to the medium of 
choice for appropriate times. The cells were then washed in 0.9% NaCl and dis-
solved in 0.5% SDS and appropriate volumes of the solution were used for the 
determination of the radioactivities [19] . 
Sedimentation analysis. Cell lysates were prepared in 0.5% SDS as described 
previously [19,20] and gently homogenized by passsage through a 20 cm long 
capillary with a diameter of 1 mm (10 times at a pressure of 0.5 atm.). 4—6 ml 
of the lysates were layered on the top of either 20—65% neutral (10 mM Tris · 
HCl, pH 7.5) or 5 - 2 5 % alkaline (0.1 M NaOH containing 10 mM EDTA) 
sucrose gradients. The latter were prepared on a cushion of 4 ml 65% sucrose. 
The centrifugations were performed in a SW 27.2 rotor for 17 h at 20°С and at 
24 000 or 20 000 rev./min, respectively. Fractions were collected starting from 
the bottom of the tube. For determinations of the sedimentation values the 
low molecular weight fractions of neutral sucrose gradients were combined, calf 
thymus DNA was added as a carrier and the DNA was precipitated by mixing 
with 2.5 vols, of 96% ethanol containing 1% potasssium acetate. After storing 
for 16 h at —15° С the precipitate was collected by centrifugation and redis-
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solved in a 0.1 M NaOH solution containing 0.5% SDS and 10 mM EDTA. A 
sample of 1.0 ml was layered on top of a 5—20% alkaline sucrose gradient and 
centrifuged at 36 000 rev./min in a SW 40 rotor for 17 h at 20° С S-values were 
estimated according to McEwen [21] . 
Chromatography on hydroxyapatite. The procedure described previously 
122] was used with minor modifications. Combined peak fractions of the 
neutral sucrose gradients were digested with 50 pg/ml pronase for 30 min at 
37°C. The samples were then diluted with an equal volume of 0.04 M phos­
phate buffer (pH 7.0). Hydroxyapatite, washed twice with 0.02 M phosphate 
buffer, was added and adsorption was allowed to proceed for 20 min. The sus­
pension was poured onto a column and DNA was eluted by a 0.02—0.5 M phos­
phate gradient [23] . Fractions of 2 ml were collected for the determination of 
the radioactivity. 
Determination of the radioactiuitiy. DNA containing samples of appropriate 
size were processed [20] and the radioactivities were counted in a Philips 
Liquid Scintillation Analyser using a toluene-base scintillation fluid. 
Results 
1. Accumulation of replication intermediates 
In the standard dose-response experiments it was found that the [ 3 H]dThd 
incorporation into DNA was inhibited by more than 90% at aC concentra­
tions of 1 μΜ and higher. Therefore, experiments were routinely carried out at 
aC concentrations of 1 · 1 0 " M, ensuring an inhibition of more than 95%. 
It was then investigated whether this inhibition was due to a reduced rate of 
initiations of new chains or whether other steps'of the replication process such 
as chain elongation or joining of Okazaki fragments were preferentially 
affected. This was done by comparing sedimentation patterns of newly syn­
thesized DNA in neutral and alkaline sucrose gradients. 
[ 1 4 C]dThd prelabelled cells were labelled for 1 h with [ 3 H]dThd in the pres­
ence and absence of aC. The sedimentation patterns of 3H- and 14C-labelled 
DNA of the uninhibited cells coincided fairly well (Figs. 1A and C). However, the 
3 H counts of the pulse-labelled DNA, in neutral gradients, exhibit one peak 
coinciding with the prelabelled DNA, and in addition, a slowly sedimenting 
peak. In alkaline gradients the two peaks were also predominant, though all 
other size classes were present (Figs. IB and D). Increased amounts of pulse-
labelled DNA which sedimented slowly in alkaline sucrose gradients were also 
obtained by use of lower aC concentrations [15], but so far this material has 
not been further analysed. 
It might be argued that the slowly sedimenting DNA is degraded DNA and 
the labelled dThd-nucleotides are reincorporated into replicating DNA. How­
ever, chase experiments in the presence of aC showed no change of chain length 
of the pulse-labelled low molecular weight DNA and only a partial decrease in 
the amount of this material after 120 min (Fig. 2, column A). 
In contrast, in the absence of aC, all slowly sedimenting DNA was shifted to 
the peak of 14C-prelabelled DNA in about 120 min (Fig. 2, column B) indicat­
ing that this material represents a regular intermediate of the replication pro­
cess. 
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fraction 
Fig 1. Sucrose gradient sedimentation patterns of labelled DNA from SDS-lysed cells. Cells, prelabelled 
with ['^CJdThd, were pulse-labelled for 1 h with [ 3 H]dThd m the absence (A and C) and in the presence 
(B and D) of 1 · ΙΟ" 4 M aC. Neutral gradients A and B, alkaline gradients- С and D. 
[3H]aC was incorporated into DNA in essentially the same way as was [3H] 
dThd. Sedimentation analysis, on neutral sucrose gradients, of DNA labelled at 
both low and high concentrations of the inhibitor (Figs. ЗА and B) also demon­
strated the occurence of a fraction of 3 S-DNA. This DNA could be chased 
into high molecular weight DNA (Fig. 3C), and no loss of label was observed 
even when the chase was prolonged to 4 h. 
2. Analysis and origin of the slowly sedimenting DNA 
The DNA synthesized in the presence of aC was further analysed by chroma­
tography on hydroxyapatite. Almost all of the label of the rapidly sedimenting 
fraction was eluted at the position of DNA duplexes, while the slowly sedi­
menting pulse-labelled DNA was recovered in the single-stranded DNA fractions 
(Fig. 4). Essentially the same results were obtained with DNA of control cells 
which were labelled for 1 min in the absence of aC (results not shown). Others 
have also found similar results for the majority of the fractions of slowly sedi­
menting nascent DNA, isolated under non-denaturing conditions [20,22, 
24-27]. 
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Fig 2 Neutral sucrose gradient sedimentat ion patterns of DNA from pulse-labelled cells, which were sub­
sequently incubated in aC-contaming and aC-free medium Cells, prelabelled with [ 1 4 C ] d T h d , were pulse-
labelled for 1 h with [ 3 H ] d T h d in the presence of 1 1 0 - 4 M aC (except for the control) The cells were 
then transferred to label-free medium containing either 1 · Ι Ο - 4 M aC (column A), or wi thout inhlbltol 
(column B). Cells were incubated for 2 h and were then lysed in SDS. B l . control, 1 h pulse w i t h o u t aC 
0, 1 h pulse in the presence of aC; 120, 1 h pulse in the presence of aC followed by 2 h chase. 
There is strong evidence that the release of nascent single strands from repli­
cating DNA occurs by branch migration. This branch migration is facilitated by 
low stability of the double helix in the isolation media usually employed [22]. 
The release can be considerably suppressed when lysates are prepared at high 
NaCl concentrations which stabilize the secondary structure of the DNA 
molecule. A greatly reduced release was also observed when nuclear lysates oí 
cells labelled m the presence of aC were prepared in 1 M NaCl/pronase [22] 
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f ract ion 
Fig. 3. [ 3 H ] a C incorporat ion into DNA. Cells were риіье-labclled for 1 h with 5 д С і / т І [ J H l a C of dif­
ferent specific activities and the SDS-lysates were analyzed on neutral sucrose gradients. Sedimentat ion 
patterns of DNA from cells treated with (Л), 3 I O - 7 M aC (В) 1 LO"6 M aC, and (С) 4 I O " 6 M aC 
followed bv an incubat ion of 1 h in aC-free medium 
ds dpm 
i 4 C 
A І 
4o-o-0-o. 0-0 о 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-O-O-Q-O-O 
fraction 
Fiß. 4 Chromatoßraphy on hydroxyapat i te [ ' 'OjdThd-prelal ie l led cells were pulse labelled for 1 h with 
[ 3 H ] d T h d in the presence of 1 · I O " 4 M aC and then lysed in SDS. Slowly scdimenting and bulk DNA 
were isolated from neutral sucrose gradients, then adsorbed on hvciroxvapatile and eluted with an int.read-
ing concentrat ion phosphate buffer Elution pat terns of (Л). slowly sedimenting. and (B). bulk DNA. 
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(Fig. δ A). Centrifugation in neutral sucrose gradients resulted in a significant 
proportion of the 'H-labelled DNA sedimenting slightly ahead of the peak of 
the parental DNA. When this fraction was isolated and redissolved in 0.5% SDS 
the 3 S nascent chains were again released in alkaline as well as neutral sucrose 
gradients (Figs. 5B and C). 
Recently, Wanka et al. [28] have shown that replicating DNA remains 
fraction 
Kig. 5. Suppression of release of 3 S-chains by 1 M NaCl. [ 1 4 C ] d T h d prelabelled cells were pulse-labelled 
for 1 h wiih | 1 H ) d T h d in the presence of 1 10~ 4 M aC. Nuclei ivcrc isolated and dissolved in 1 M NaCl/ 
pronasc. (Λ) Sedimentat ion pat tern of the nuclear Ivsate on a neutral 1 M NaCl/sucrosc gradient. DNA 
from fractions 4—7 was isolated, resuspended in SOS and analysed on neutral (B) and alkaline (С) sucrose 
gradients 
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Fig. 6. Association with the rapidly sedtmcnting nuclear s t ructure . [ 1 4 C ] d T h d prelabelled cells were 
pulse-labelled for 1 h with [ 3 H ] d T h d in the presence of 1 · 10~ 4 M aC or for 1 min in the absence of the 
inhibitor. Nuclei were isolated and dissolved in 1 M NaCl. Sedimentat ion pat terns on neutral sucrose 
gradients [ 2 8 ] of DNA from aC treated cells (A) and 1-min pulsed cells (B). Total incorporat ion ' (A), 1 4 C . 
12 400 d p m , J H · 25 200 d p m , (B), ''•C 14 4 0 0 d p m ; - Ή : 7000 d p m . 
associated with a rapidly sedimenting structure in nuclear lysates prepared in 
1 M NaCl. Such a structure could play an important role in the ordered replica­
tion of the nuclear DNA molecules [29] . Therefore, to examine whether the 
inhibition by aC might be accompanied by a dissociation of the replicating 
DNA from this nuclear structure, a NaCl lysate was prepared from nuclei iso­
lated from cells which were grown in the presence of both label and inhibitor. 
Fig. 6A shows that the newly synthesized DNA remained preferentially associ­
ated with the rapidly sedimenting structure. Obviously, the inhibition by aC 
has no effect on the binding of the replicating DNA. 
Discussion 
Our labelling experiments show a relative accumulation of short nascent 
DNA chains in the presence of aC. The sedimentation values vary up to 5 S 
with a maximum at 3 S (results not shown), while Okazaki fragments in 
eukaryotes are about 4 S [30,31]. The most likely cause for a preferential 
accumulation of growing Okazaki fragments is a deceleration of the poly­
merization process, at an unchanged, or slightly decreased rate of initiation of 
new chains. This is consistent with the observation, in vitro, that the DNA 
polymerase activity is inhibited by aC in a competitive way [11—14]. 
This conclusion was reached previously by Wist et al. [14] . They showed 
with an in vitro system, that aCTP reduced the length of Okazaki fragments 
produced during a 60-s pulse by 50%. Further, contrary to our observations, 
these nascent chains could be chased, at rates near to those in inhibited nuclei, 
into high molecular weight DNA. 
We have shown that the labelling patterns are not, to any significant extent, 
caused by aC-induced repair processes, degradation of newly synthesized DNA, 
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or detachment of replicating DNA from the rapidly sedimenting nuclear pro-
tein structure. The low molecular weight DNA increases to normal size DNA 
chains during chases in the absence of aC, indicating that it represents regular 
intermediates of the DNA replication. 
Our results indicate that, as in other systems [5,7,9], aC is incorporated into 
DNA in internal positions. One may assume that this is the normal case, at least 
in mammalian cells, and that the chain termination, as found in vitro [8] , is not 
representative for the in vivo situation. 
The incorporation of label into DNA chains which are multiples of Okazaki 
fragments indicates that joining of these fragments continues in the presence 
of aC. Fridland [15] has found an increase in the average size of longer DNA 
chains during inhibition by aC. From the shift of the sedimentation peak from 
38 to 70 S he concluded that the initiation of new replicons is inhibited. Initia-
tion of Okazaki fragments and initiation of new replicons may therefore be 
considered to be different types of processes. It is obvious that the interference 
of aC with the initiation of new replicons must be stronger than that with the 
formation of Okazaki chains. Nevertheless, the mode of action might be the 
same if one assumes that the origins of replicons are enriched with clusters of 
cytosine sequences and, therefore, would be particularly subject to the action 
of aC. Future experiments will have to show whether the initiation of new 
replicons is inhibited by aC in this way or whether a basically different mecha-
nism is involved. 
Release by branch migration of nascent single strands from duplexes with 
parental strands requires that the complementary regions in the opposite 
parental strands are fully unpaired [22]. According to the conventional Oka-
zaki model of replication this above mentioned release can only apply for the 
chains which are polymerized in the direction of the fork movement [32] , i.e. 
only the strands which, in principle, could be synthesized continuously. Thus 
release of nascent single strands from unhibited [22] and aC inhibited cells is 
proof of a two-strand discontinuous replication. Such a mechanism has also 
been inferred from results obtained with HeLa cells [33,34], bacteriophages 
[35] , and mammalian viruses [36] . 
Release of single stranded DNA by brach migration would only apply for 
the leading Okazaki pieces in the replication fork. These leading Okazaki pieces 
would only account for a small fraction of the pulse-label incorporation into 
nascent DNA. Our data show, however, that up to 50%, occasionally even 
more, of the pulse-label was released as single-stranded 3 S material. A simple 
interpretation of these data is possible on the basis of a modified version of the 
concept of pre-fork replication [37] and the microbubble hypothesis [38] 
shown in Fig. 7. 
According to this model new Okazaki fragments are initiated at a certain dis-
tance ahead of the two forks of the active replicón. Duplexes of nascent and 
template strands are formed in such a way that the complementary regions of 
the parental chains remain unpaired. Consequently branch migration will 
release the nascent chains from both template strands and therefore is not 
limited to a maximum of 50% of the pulse-labelled chains. In particular, the 
proportion will increase as the number of small pre-fork eye loops piles up un-
der conditions of inhibition of the chain polymerization at an unchanged rate 
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Kig. 7 Diagram of the m v o h e m e n t of pre-fork initiation in the D \ A replication А, В and С r tpresent 
successive steps involving formation and growth of small pre-fork eve loops by initiation and polvmen/a-
tion of Oka/aki fragments The main fork moves bv alteration of the polymerizat ion of nascent chains 
and by the fusion of the pre-fork eye loops with the main loop of the active replicón Several modifica-
tions of the basic model can be envisaged varying numbers of pre-fork eye loops, varving distances 
between the initiation points , varving rates of polymerizat ion of the nascent chains, etc 
of initiation as found in the presence of aC. The model also accounts for the 
presence of a greater number of uncompleted Okazaki fragments than that 
required for the original Okazaki model 130]. One might also consider a slight 
modification of the model, in which the regions between the main fork and the 
pre-fork eye loops have become single stranded by the action of certain classes 
of proteins. These are able to melt out the double-stranded parental DMA and 
are supposed to keep the strands separated until the complementary nascent 
strands are synthesized [39] . 
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Chapter III 
INHIBITION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN MAMMALIAN 
CELLS BY DAUNOMYCIN 
Preferential Inhibition of Replicón 
Initiation at Low Concentrations 
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Inhibition of DNA Synthesis in Mammalian Cells by Daunomycin 
Preferential Inhibition ol Replicón Initiation at Low Concentrations 
Jean Λ Λ SC III l LINA Pelei Л П1IKW I I nul 1 ncilni.li W \ Ν Κ Λ 
I abtir lUinuni \ooi С hunisdie С vlologic KalhnhokL 1'III\LISI1CI1 Ni|mi.£cn 
(Received lul) ^ ІЧ7Ч) 
TheclTect ol ihe inlercal.iung.igcnt daunomvcin on DNA svnlhcMswas studied in cultured bovine 
liver i.elK \i low daunonuun tonceniralions (I and - μΜ) the rale ol [Mljllnmidine incorporation 
decreased piogrcssivcl} with Ihe duralion ol exposure to the inhibitor This was accompanied by 
a shift ol nascenl DNA intermediates of replicón suc to higher sedimenlalion values on sucrose 
gradients, indicating that daunonncin piefercnlialK aflccls the initiation ol replicating units, both 
in asMichronous and s\nchroni/ed cells 
At high daunonuun concentiations (Ι2μΜ) Ihe rale of chain growlh was also markedl) re­
duced I his was indicated bv a rapid and nearly complete cessation ol Ihe ['Hjllnmidine incorpora­
tion and an accumulation ol nascenl DNA intermedíales ol low molecular weight These observations 
are discussed in relation lo a prc-lork mode ol DNA synthesis 
Daunomycin, a potent anticancer agent [1.2] of 
theanthracychnegroup, has been shown lo bea strong 
inhibitor of DNA and RNA synthesis [1 — 6] The 
compound exerts Us inhibitory cITecl by binding to 
the DNA template [7-11] by which piocess both 
the charged amino group of the daunosammc sugar 
residue and the chromophore are involved 
Daunomycin is taken up into intact cells rather 
rapidly [4 7.12. Π] and accumuladon m the cell was 
shown to be closely con elated to (he degree ol inhibi-
lion of nucleic acid sy thesis [4. Π] While in ino DNA 
and RNA synthesis are inhibited to about ihe same 
exlcnl [4 Π 14] m \IIIO the DNA poly mei ase seems 
to be slightly moie sensitive to the drug than RNA 
polymerase [d] This was recently conlnmed loi ihe 
closely related anlhracvclme compound adnanucm 
Several authors [16.17] have presented evidence 
foi the requirement ol a shoil streich ol RNA a s a 
primer (οι DNA synthesis Recently. B.ulhelemy-
Clavey et al [IX] demonstrated lhat in vino daunomy­
cin inhibils miliation of RNA synthesis piobabK by 
mlerlenng with the sliand-opemng step, which trans-
loimsihe RNA-polvmcraseDN A complex loa specific 
and stable lorm [19] 1 longalion of the RNA strands 
did not seem to be allecled significantly indicating 
lhat once initiation has occuned. dissocialion of 
daunomycin I rom the opened helix is last enough not 
to be raie-hmiling 
On the basis ol these considerations it was investi­
gated whether daunomycin might also preferentially 
inhibit the initiation step ol the replication process 
A preliminary indication that one type of initiation, 
ι e the initiation ol new rephcons. is alTecled is the 
observation that in ww> the degree of inhibiubn of 
DNA synthesis increases upon prolonged incubation 
of cells with low concenlralions of ihe inhibitor [4| 
ΜΑΤΙ RIALS AND MI THODS 
С ell Cullili с mul l аЬеІІпщ Hi οι editi cv 
Bovine liver cells were grown in monolayer cul­
tures. either on coverslips οι in Carrel-flasks, as de­
scribed previously [20] except lhat a serum concentra­
tion of 10", was used 
All labelling and inhibmon experiments were 
peiloimed at 17 С using pie-wanned solutions DNA 
was pre-labclled by addition of 0 04 μϋ ι ml [2-uC ]-
thymidine (^2 8 Ci mol) for at leasl .16 h Aflei grow­
ing in label-free medium for another 2 h. cells were 
pulse-labelled with [Me-,H]lhymidine(20Ci mmol) in 
ihe presence or absence of daunomycin (Boehrmger) 
I or experiments on the kinetic aspects of the 
Inhibition by daunomycin. Ihe cells were grown and 
labelled on coverslips these were iranslerred lo the 
medium ol choice foi the appropriate time Pulses 
were terminated by rinsing the cells with ice-cold 
0 9",, NaC I in 50 mM 'Ins-HC 1 pH 8 0 
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To Lclls, grown in moiiola\eis m Roux boules. 
lliMnidincwtisadded toa linai соікетіаіюп ol 2 m\1 
Miei IX li ol cxposuie Ilio iliMiiidniL-ionlaniing 
med inni w ai leplaeed b> Ircsli med ι um [ u ( |ihv nudine 
«ai addi.d lo <i linai еопеешіаііоп ol 0 02 μ( ι ml and 
llic LCIII weic allowed to grow loi l^li Subiequenlk 
die eelli ілеіе blocked lor a second nine bs lenioung 
llie ladioaclive medium and adding medium conlain 
mg 2 niM llisniidine The bloek was ie\ersed alici 
22 li I xpeiimenls wcie pei loi med dining llie pcnocl 
ol піампіаі DN/\-s\nlliLnic acliviu ι e К h allei llie 
lerniinalion ol the iixond block 
Sedmii'iiuilion 4n<il\ \i\ 
С ell 1> sales v\ eie pi epa ι ed in 0 V„sodiiiindodeL\l 
sullale .is desenbed pieviousl) [21) \ppiopiiale 
samples wcie la>eied on die lop of eilliei 20 (о , 
iieuliaKlOmM Tns-IK I pi I S 0) or ι 2^ '„alkaline 
(0 Ι M NaOH toiilammg 10 mM I D I M siiciose 
giadienti Hie lanci wei e piepaied on 6S"( sucrose 
cushions conlainmg 0 4 g С s( I ml I о the samples ю 
be analvscd on alkaline gradienls \aOII and Ι 1)Г\ 
weieadcled to linai concenti alionsol 0 I Mand ІОпЛІ 
lespectivel} С enliilugalion conditions will be gnen 
Willi the ligtnes 
1 or llie deleimination ol the elicci ol daunoimcin 
on the inilialion ol lephcons nuclei were (ml isolated 
from the cells in 0 I "„ Tulon X-100 in ill iii\1 Ins-
HC 1 conlaining 10 mM I 1) I Л pi I S 0 |221 and pui ilied 
b> iigoiousl) lorcing the suspension twice thiouuli 
a Inpodermic needle wilh a dianietci ol 0 7 nini I he 
nuclei weie then collected b\ centiilugation and rc-
siispended in an appropnate volume ol Triton Ins 
Ι ΠΙΛ(() 2 ml loi eaclmncislip) SubsequenlK 0 4 ml 
ol the suspension was lavered on top ol s 2 ' ' 
alkaline siiciose giadients piepaied on fii",, siiciose 
cushions containing0 4 g С sCl ml between two docle-
c\lsullale lavéis (0 fi ml each linai concenlialions 
0 i ' , sodium dodecvlsullate 0 1 M NaOH 10 mVI 
Ι ΠΙ Л) and Ksis was allowed to pioceed loi 2 li in 
the daik at loom leinpeiaiuie С enti ilugation was 
pei loi med loi 17 h al 14000 lev min and al 20 С 
in a SU-271 ι οίοι 
Hacliom weie collected stalling hom Mie hollom 
01 the tube and piocesscd as desciihed elsewheie [21 ] 
1 he ladioacliMlies weie counted in a Philips L S/\ 
using a loliiene-based sunlillalion fluid 
Sediinenlalion coelhcienls weie estimated accoid-
ing to Mol wen [21] 
RI SVI IS 
To quanlily Mie inhibitory elicci ol daunormem 
on the piocess ol DN \ replication dose-respome 
e\peiimeiili weie pei loi med It was lound that con-
cenliations ol daunomvcin ol 10 μΜ and lugliei in-
hibiled ['HltliMiiidine mcoipoialion into DN \ b> 
moie Mian 41) m cells pie incubaled with the in-
lubiloi Ιοί 4 ς nun (f ig Ι Λ) 
f ioni the lime com ses ol inhibition one can con­
clude thai al the highei concentiations lesled maxi­
mal inlnbiloi) elicci was ι cached wilhin 10 4i nun 
At the lowesi conceniialion however inhibition was 
noi complete even alter 40 mm I rom Miese obseiva-
lions some tenlalive conclusions can be drawn con­
cerning Mie mode ol aclion ol daunomvcin Al the 
lowesl conceniialion (Ι μΜ). inilialion ol new reph-
cons could be inhibited preleienlially while icphca-
lion ol lephcons aheadv miiialed mav be less allected 
As a consequence the number ol active repliions 
and Micicloic the [M IJlhv nudine incorpoialion will 
decrease with iniieannu duialion ol exposuie to llie 
mlubiioi \t higher concentianons elongation ol 
the nascent chains wiihm Mie slill-aciive nplicons 
will also become inhihilcd thus lausmg a moie 
imniediale leduelion ol the |Ml)ih\midine miorpora-
l i o n 
l o investigale lui Mici which slcp ol the replication 
process is allected bv daunomyem the sedunenlation 
palicins ol both conlimiouslv-labelled and pulse-
labelled DN \ weie analvscd on alkaline sucrose 
giadients loi lins puipoic ['''CJlhyniidine pic-
labelled cells weie pulse-labelled loi I h Willi [Ml]-
thvmidine in Mie pieienie ol iwo dillerent lomentra-
tiom ol daunomvcin \s a conliol pie-labelled cells 
weie also pulsed loi I h in the absence ol the mlubilor 
I ig 2 Λ shows Miai Mie sediinenlalion pallerns ol both 
pie-labelled and pulse-labelled DNA hom uninhibiled 
cells coincide lairlv well I ssenliallv the same was 
lound when cells had been pulse labelled in the pies-
encc ol Ι μΜ daunomvcin (big 2B) Inleiesiinglv it 
was lound thai Mie pulse-labelled DNA obtained I rom 
cells ueated wilh 12 μΜ daunomvcin could be re­
solved imo a class ol iclativcly slowK sedimenling 
DNA and a ilass with a sedimeiuation value close 
to thai ol the pie-labelled DNA (I ig 2( ) The loi mer 
class does noi seem lo consist ol nascent iliams ol one 
delinne length bul shows a bioad dislnbulion over 
a lange hom S S io 2^ S andissimilai io the dislnbu­
lion allei shot ι pulses in Mie absence ol Mie inhibilor 
I his lelalive accumulation ol low-inolcculai-weighl 
miei mediates indicates Miai in Mie presence ol 12 μΜ 
daunomvcin chain elongation and possiblv ligation 
are inhibited maikedlv 
Chase expeiinients were then done to see whether 
the slowlv sedimenling class ol DNA represents 
regular miei mediales ol the replication process [UC ]-
Thvinidine pie-labelled cells were pulse-labelled with 
['II|Mi>midiiic lor 111 m the presence ol 12 μΜ 
daunomvcin The cells were then inimcdialeh irans-
lened to label-lrce and mhibiloi free medium and 
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LLIK WLFL р к innibi it-d wnl i ιΐκ indu. Med d i u i i o i i n i . m nmn-n i r m o n (οι 4 i m m 
llicn miuhiilcd for up to 1 h I ig Ч shows that within 
these 4 h the giejter pari ol the nascent label can be 
shillccl lo the position ol the peak ol the pre-labellcci 
DNA I his indicates thai the sknvh sedimemmg 
DNA chains are régulai replication intei mediates 
brom the obsened shilt one can conclude that 
inhibition b\ daiinomvcin is not easiK ie\ersiblc 
To obtain more definite dala ihe lollowing e\peiiment 
was peiloinied Cells wcie InsiK Heated with 12 μΜ 
daunomvcin lor 4s min allei which lhe\ were tuns 
leiicd lo iiiliibnor-ігсе medium .ind incubated lor 
vaiious periods of lime Subsequently samplesol the 
cells were pulse-labelled wiih ['MJlhvmiclinc lor I h 
alter vvhich Ihe level ol inhibilion compared to cells 
nol treated with daunoimcin and the DNA distribu­
tion on alkaline sucrose giadients were determined 
Altei both I h and 2 h of incubalion the rate of 
incorporation was still inhibited b\ 97 , and the 
maior pail ol the pulse label was found in the low 
molcculai weight inlet mediates indicating thai the 
rale ol chain growth is siili reduced markedh (Hg 4В 
and С) However 20 h after removal of ihe inhibitor 
ihe pulse label was incorporated into high-molecular-
weighl DNA (big 4D) but the rale ol incoipoialion 
in this experiment amounted to only ^ "
о
 ol ihe 
control rate These obsetvations indicate thai inhibí 
lion ol DNA replication b\ high concenlialions ol 
daunomvcin is onlv parlK reveisible 
As pointed out above the process ol initiation 
seems lo be the most hkelv lai gel for ihe action ol 
daunomycm Two Hpes ol initiation can be discerned 
initiation ol icphcons and imliauon ol Oka/akt Irag-
menls Thelimecourseol mhibilional Ι μ\4 suggested 
thai the loi mer is prelerenliallv allecied bv daunomv­
cin Since f-ndland recently showed thai the cylo-
siatic agent aiabinosvl-cvlosme inhibits miliation of 
new rephcons pielerenliallv [24] a similai appioach 
was chosen to establish more piectsely ihe mode of 
action of daunomvcin 
Bneflv cells were preincubaled with 1 μΜ dauno­
mvcin lor various periods of time aller which ihev 
were labelled with ['H]thvinidine for 12 min in the 
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I ig ^ f-flidt^f'iL im чіцчшп with Ι μ \l itiiumtniM in ntt tin мііитінаікіп ¡Hittini iiuilkíihm \¡n HIM auulunl* Cells prt Libelled Willi [ ι α( ] 
llnmidinu (O O) wui. puKi. liiht-llnl Willi 10 цС l ml [MlllliMnitlinL lor 12 mm m ιΐκ іЬм.гіі.1. ( + 4 ) anti m tili. річ.м.пч. ol 1 μ M 
iliunimnuii ilur Î irions pri. inLub шоп liiiKs ^0 mm (• •) ( Ό η ι ι η ( * φ) i m l 9 0 i · · ) mm Nuclei wcie tsol ULLI iind Kstd 
m sddiiim dmlLcvIsull ÍK on lop ol Uli. gnditnl ( ullnrugjnon wjs ptrlormi-d m л S\V27I rotor lor 17 h il M()(I0 Γι,ν mm Tokil 
' Л и і М I ) sOMWO ιΒ)4·4(Κ) (•)И«(Ю ι·)24Μ)()ϋι> mm lol il'"'С (0)w.is on nuriui, VtonOdi« mm lu lili- pallen ol ihcconirol H ) 
IriLlion 1 LOnldincd III ol lili, loi il 'Il 
presente ol the inhibilor The sedimenUition palterns 
ol llie Kibellcd DNA obldined Irom ihoe lyviies лге 
shown in l ig Ί 
Il tan be seen Irom I ig S (hat withoiil pre-incuba-
Ιιοη ihe Ml-labelled UNA is resoKed mio tuo classes 
One class represents DNA ol extremeK high molecular 
weight (over 100 S) and most piobabK consisls ol 
multiples ol leplicons οι lephcons lig.ued to lulK 
duplicated DNA The other class showing a broad 
distribution between IOS and HOS with a peak at 
40 S is though to consist ol nascent and partially 
replicated repliions Upon inireasing duration ol pre­
incubation it can be seen that the peak ol this dis 
inbution shifts to higher sedimentation values Hits 
can be taken to indnale that repliions ome initiated 
continue to be elongated but that the inhibitor reduces 
the rale at which new replicons are initiated which 
results in a reduction ol the number ol the smaller 
intermediates Since a blocking ol cells in the Cu phase 
by daunomvcin has been reported [2^] it had to be 
shown that the observed shift was not caused by this 
elTecl ol daunomvcin Fherelore we perlonned an 
experiment similar to that described above using 
S-phase cells obtained aller a double-thvmidine block 
As shown in Hi: 6A maximal DNA synthesis oc­
curred at approximately 8 h alter release ol the tells 
from the seiond bloik С onsequentlv experiments 
were perlormed starting at the beginning of the ninth 
hour As urn be seen in hig 6B at Ι μΜ daunomviin. 
essentially the same shift to higher sedimentation 
values ol replnon-si/ed intermediates was observed 
as lound in asymhronous tells This shift is not the 
consequence ol a proportion ol the cells leaving 
the S phase and entering the C12 phase during the 
pre incubation lime since control cells pulsed either 
at 8 or 9 h alter release (mm the thymidine block 
showed a similar distribution pattern ol their rephcon-
si/ed DNA intermedíales 
binally we examined whether daunomvcin alfected 
the kinetics ol initiation and elongation ol Oka/aki 
liagmenls Cells premiubaled with 1 μΜ or 12 μΜ 
daunomviin lor 4s mm were briefly pulse-labelled 
wilh pHllhyimdine Subsequent analysis on alkaline 
sucrose gradients showed that at both concentrations 
ol daunomvcin the length ol llie Oka/aki Iragments 
was equal to that of the Oka/aki Iragments obtained 
Irom uninhibited cells (big 7A and Η Ι μΜ experi­
ment not shown) At both concentrations the absolute 
amount ol label in the short chains was reduced but 
only at 12 μΜ was a sigmlicanl relative increase ol 
label in the Oka/aki fragments obseived suggesting 
a markedly reduced rate ol chain elongation This 
was conhrmed by the linding that in the presence ol 
12 μΜ ol the inhibitor the Oka/aki Iragments were 
incorporated into high-molecular-weight DNA al 
considerably lower rales than in control cells (I ig 7C 
and D) 
DISCUSSION 
Our results confirm the observation that dauno-
mycin is a potent inhibitor of eukaryotic DNA 
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replication The concentialion dependence ol inhibi­
tion was fairly similar to that found b\ Rusconi el al 
[4] However, most probabl) due to the fact that in 
our experiments the cells were prc-ineubalcd with 
the inhibitor. Ihe level ol inhibition observed was 
somewhat higher f-sscnlially the same results weie 
obtained by Hachui el al [1.1] 
As shown before [4.2.13]. daunonnein is taken 
up by cells rather rapidly Release of the inhibitoi 
from the D N A has been shown to occur al a very 
low rale [12) This most probably is the leason lor the 
persistem inhibil ion of the p l l j l l n n u d i n e incoipoia-
lion allei removal of daunomycm Iioni Ihe medium 
It mighl also explain ihe altered distribution palici η 
ol pulse-labelled D N A . even aller 3 h of incubation 
in daunomyem-free medium 
Obvious shoil-leim detiimental cllecls ol dauno-
mvcin were not obseived in the course ol ihis studv 
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No loss ol '4C labelled ΠΝΛ could be observed (.lunii!; 
iiKiibiilions lolloping сі.шпопнчп ndminisiialion 
Lonliimmgllie Kiel thai haulK anv delaehed cells were 
deleeled l pon piolongecl mtubalion in inhibitor 
Iree medini lolkuMiig a l-h exposure Ιο Ι μΜ dauno-
niNcin bclween2S' , and s()"„ol [he tells were lound 
lo be markedlv enlarged (al the Villi hour) while 
Ihen shape lesembled thai of libioblasls The lemain 
dei ol ihecellsappeaied to beuithei noi mal Detaelied 
Lclls were hardK lound even .liter 96 h ol mtubalion 
However when cells had been Healed Willi 12 μΜ 
daunomjcin lor 1 h a signilicant aniounl ol delached 
cells could be observed aller 16 h while allei % h 
liardlv anv allached cells were delected 
Moreovei upon sucrose gradient centi ifugation 
in expeuments on the elicci ol daunoinvcin on the 
initiation ol rephcons the peak ol '4C-labelled DNA 
did not show a signihcanl broadening upon piolonged 
incubation with 1 μΜ inhibitor This indicates lhal 
strand scission or fonnalion of alkali-labile bonds 
as a consequence ol daunomvem intercalation did 
not occui on a detectable scale This is appaienllv 
conlrarv to the findings ol Schwan/ [26] but in our 
expei imenls onlv DN<\ strands below 100 S were 
anah/ed while Schwartz studied onlv very-high 
molecular-weighl DNA (over 200 S) The latter system 
therelore was much more scnsiiivc lo (he daunomvem 
elTects niendoned above 
I-rom ihe lime courses of inhibition some lenlative 
conclusions concerning ihe mechanism ol inhibition 
bv daunomvem can be drawn At 12 μΜ pHllhvmi 
dine incorporation ceases rallier abrupllv At Ι μΜ 
howevei the incoiporalion onlv decreases slowK 
mavmial inhibilion being reached much later than al 
llic higher concentration One possible explanation 
lor this observation could be that alter addition ol 
daunomvem onlv lephcons already initiated are 
completed while no (oi haidly any) new rephcons 
stall io be duplicated The pHllhvmidine incoipoia-
lion should then cease .liter a penod ol time needed 
to complete the largest replicón piovided that the 
inhibition ol replicón initiation were complete The 
observation that a lairlv constant rate ol incorpora-
tion of 20",, is attained allei 60 mm ol exposure 
suggests thai ihe initialion is not toiallv blocked 
7 his cffecl inighl also be comnbuled to bv an apparent 
increase in miei ongin distance of rephcons due lo 
ihe blocking ol a propomon of the origins 
The assumption ol a prcleienlial inhibilion ol ihe 
inilialion step is lurlher supported by an analvsis ol 
the distribution ol inlermedialc-lenglli DNA chains 
Both in asvnochronous and in svnehrom/ed cell cul-
tures a shift ol ieplicoii-si/ed inlermediates lo higher 
sedimentation values was observed upon prolonged 
incubation wilh Ι μΜ daunomycm This can be ex­
plained by a deciease ol the number ol short growing 
chains bv the decreased rate of replicón mili.ilion 
In addition due to the larger distances belween opcia-
tive origins m active replicón clusters the nunibei ol 
chains longer than replicón length will also increase 
lentalivelv ihe picleiential inhibilion ol ihe repli-
cón inilialion b\ daunomvem could be explained in 
the wav suggested for (he midation ol dansciiplion 
|IX] Bolli processes require local strand separation 
in ihe DNA double helix This opening would be 
counteracted bv the known double-helix-slabih/mg 
elicci ol daunomvem and would be in agieemenl with 
lesults obtained with another intercal.umg agents 
aclinomvcin D [27] This interpretation mav be over 
sunplilicd however in view ol oui recent evidence 
suggesting that inilialion of Oka/aki Iragmenls also 
lequnes local stiand separation in pre-lork loops [28], 
possibk between successive nucleosomes [29] The 
data presented m this sludy do not provide evidence 
lor a pieterential inhibition ol the initiation ol 
Oka/aki Iragmenls in a way comparable to the 
inhibilion ol replicón initiation The suggestion that 
the selective inhibition of replicón initiation at low 
daunomycm concenlrations is due lo the double-
helix stabilizing cffecl ol daunomvem llicreloie ic-
mams uncertain I his is even more so since a similar 
prelcrential inhibition has been observed bv low con-
cenlralions ol arabinosylcytosme [24] which has no 
cllecl on the double helix slabihtv 
In bnel these results suggest that m spue ol possible 
similarities the two tvpes ol inilialion are distmclly 
dilTerem One tan think ol vanous explanations lor 
the difleiential sensilivities of (he two tvpes ol inilia-
lion for instance ongins ol rephcons could dillei 
I rom the remainder ol Ihe DNA m base composition 
or sequence and might theielore be more sensitive 
towatds daunomvem (and arabinosylcvlosine) Aller-
nalivelv the origins ol rephcons could be complexée! 
to piolcins diflerentlv Irom ihe resi of the chromatin 
supposedly because they are altachcd lo a nuclear 
maliix [10] Anothei possibility is lhal ihe change ol 
ihe DNA supercoil structuie caused by inleical.iung 
agents [11] might alTect inilialion ol clusters ol leph-
cons [12,11] The results lurlhei show an additional 
eflect of daunoimcm at 12 μΜ Hom ihe accumula­
tion ol small leplicalive mtei mediates and the reduced 
rate ol incorporation ol Oka/aki Iragmenls into high-
molecular-weight DNA il can be concluded that 
chain elongation is also inhibiled io a significant 
exlenl I his eflecl is probablv comparable lo ihe 
cllecl ol ihe inhibition on DNA synthesis in cell-lree 
systems m vino [6.9 IS] Due to ihe high level of inhi­
bition the primary daunomycm eflecl (ie blocking 
ol ihe initiation ol rephcons) becomes obscured The 
reduction ol (he elongation rale can be explained by 
assuming lhal. even at the low concentration danno 
mytm, intercalated into DNA interleres with the 
translocation of the polymerase molecule along the 
DNA strands Though this is not a significant cITect 
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at Ι μ M liigliereoiKenlralionsO e incrtMsingamounls 
ot intLTLHlatLd djunomvun molecules) v\ill LJUSL an 
intreasing icduction ol the rate ot diain elongalion 
[Ins elicci ungili also he LOntiibuled lo b\ daiinora\ 
cm bound lo DNA onh eleclrostalicK toi instance in 
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Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE ATTACHMENT OF REPLICATING 
DNA TO A NUCLEAR MATRIX IN MAMMALIAN 
INTERPHASE NUCLEI 
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UBS ιRAOΤ 
I h r J. t - с и п е n t of r e p l i c a t i £ DNA ι·ο α r a p i ' l / 'cm e n t i n g n u c l e a r 
" t r u c t u n h a s m v s t i g a + p d b j i i É j t o Ï i o n -iith г^^г^оип nue e a ^ t s . Vlien UkA ь а ~ 
f-^cidual l j r i . n o v e d b y ВДа t I , j u l o t l a o e l i n c o r p o r a - l e d d u r i n g e i t n c г 1 n i n 
o r d u r i r f ι r o u r m t h e O r e ^ e n c e o í a a t i n o ^ I c ^ t o m e , ^ e - a m e d p r é f è r e " — 
* _ a l l / a t t o c i e d t o t r i n u o - c a " " t r j o t u r t . S i i f l e s t r a n a o e c i f i c a i ^ i & t i o n 
b^ n u c T c a e S-, o r s ^ p h y l o c c o c i l n u r l e a e a t xov. c o n o e n t r a t i o i i o c a u s e a а 
n i c a e о*- n o a t ìufo o f t h e p u i 0 e l a j 1 , n í h o u t i g n i T i r a n t l y i f f c o t i n g 
t n e a ï i c i c n r c n t o f r a n d o n l y l a b i l j . e l Ш А . I h e r e l e a s e d " l a t e i i a l h ^ d a lov» 
í d i t i t - n t a t i o r ^ o e f u o i e n x *ι α c o n t a i n e d ю^"· o f t i l i С к а 1 - a k i f r a g n e n t ^ . I n e 
r( i ia j .n inf- p u l e l ^ j ^ l h e - 1 a r e д Ы t o f u r t h e r a l f e t i o n b / d o a o l t 
t r a r d ο ε ο ι ί ! " n a e l c ^ s c a c t i ^ ^ L y η η t r e b u l k D N A . The r e E U _ t s s i „ f e t 
Chat a r „ U i o r L i i - r t o f t h e r ^ o l i c a t i o n O I K l o t n i n u c l e a r s x i a c t u r e o e c i r c 
a t i t e a h i r 1 o u t c l o o C t o t h e b r a r e t » p o n i . 
I F I R Ì D U C ^ C H 
Cn^-o о ornai DN'i o f таги a l i l i e e . l л г в і о ш и t o οι a t t a c h e d ^о a n u c l e a r 
t r u c t u n ï h i c n ι r ι t n t t o ? h NaC1 ( i ) » F^o ι t i t η и і .^ o f е п г ^ п а ^ ю 
aif^ l i o n e x t k . r i e n t i o t-ppi a r t a t h a t p r o t f m ^ t-re th^. m a m c o n p o r e t "ο i ·
1
— 
v o l v e r i n tnc t a b i l i a t i o n о ^ h e з r u t u r e . j3io< h( m e a l a r d u l t r a ^ x r u c t u r a j . 
L u u i e ( 2 ) г е м а і і е t n t t n r o ' ' e i i ^ r u o t rt ι i . a t e d t o ν h a t h a o o e e i 
de e n o d i c p i c t i v c l > ι n a e J t r p r o t i i n a t i i x ( i ) o r n o - e с с ч і р і е х - і а і i i v . 
( ) . 
4 t p j . i " i _ r f ЖА "et ι 1c ) i u a ì ι. Ì r o t i e nu 1c a r j r o ^ e и ooi o o n e n t 
Tv - i l l i f i o T j . l û t l o e τ Cr i c D l i e ^ » i o n l u l l ( l ) . i r e с Χ Ό ^ Ι J. iv-^t ^ r e o o r -
i, > h "с ι re d e - i -tu_c m oi^t τ i o o u t a i r a io e k t i i l c c i ι ι i ^ h t i n t o xh^ 
eut ol b m l i - f o l t-ч r t o l i o - t i i(- DItA - c i c c a l e . Lj a t e о of r u e le _ l a b e l l e d 
li- Lvc u r i « r v u ю a o o n U c i o n s vici d
 t-i l e d \i+n d i x f c n r t DIA d c g n d m j 
η /i a i l t n i d~É "л. I c t i o ι / i l Г * І С of p u l e l a b ' l e i a - d c o t i n u o ^ o l y 
I J O I i l e o DNA h i n o o r p a i e c i . 
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УАТБНІАЬЗ АШЗ МЕТ.ІОДВ 
C e l l c j l t u r c and І а о Р І І і п к ргосзаигсЕ. Мопоіауегь of ЪО ІПР l i v e r c t . l l c 
were grown in Carre l—Гіагкз а з descr ibed elsewhore ( S ) i oxoopt t h a t a serum 
c o n c e n x r a t i o n oi 10^ was u s e d · DNA was pre—lab^l lea oy a d d i t i o n of 0.04 
цСі/ .І 2- C-al'hd ( s p e c , a c t i v i t y ^2,8 yCi/mrolc, KEN) for a t l e a s t 30 h o u r s . 
АГсег growir.g c e l l s i n label—free modium for a n o t h e r 2 h o u r s , me— H—dfnd 
( s p e c , a c t i v i t y 20 Ci/mmoie, NEH) rfas added. The c e l l s were pu l se l a b e l l e d 
f o r ι от ¿G riinucer> v i t h ^0 μΟι/ιτ] a r ò 'j ¡Сι/ni r e s p e c t i v e l y . When ara-C 
(Signa) мае u^-ed, t h e c e l l s were p r e i n c u b a t o d with tne i n h i b i t o r for 30 mi­
n u t e r a f t e r which t h e y were pulse l a b e l l e d wi th 10 (iCi/nl n-dTnd f o r 1 hour 
i n the p i c s e n c e ot a r a - O . The n t - o r p o r a t i o n of l a b e l waj s topped by r i n s i n g 
t h e c e l l s with i c r - c o l d 0 .1$ T r i t o n , •yO mM Т г і з - Ж 1 b u f f e i рЛ 8 . 0 . 
P r e p a i a t i o r . of n u c l e a r l.ysate·-. and sucrose g r a d i e n t c e n t r i f v ^ a t i o n . 
N u c l e a r l y s a t c j weie p r e p a r e d a„ d e s c r i b e d elsewhere ( l ) . B r i e f l y , n u c l e i , 
i s o l a t e a i n O.IJb T r i t o n , 5 <"№ I 'nn-HCl, pil 8.G, were suspended m 50 riM 
Tris-тНСІ pH 8.0 a r d an equal volune of 2 H NaCl was added. The l y s a t e was 
g-ently ho-iogemzed c-nd l a y e r e d on a n e u t r a l , 1 X NaCl c o n t a i n i n g 15^-40^ 
sucrose g r a d i e n t , p r e p a r e d on a C'-jfo s u c r o r c cushion c o n t a i n i n g 0.4 ^ ^ 1 CsCl . 
С e n t r i f u g a t i on v.'as p e r f o i n e a i n a Spinco SW ^7—2 r o t o r for 1 hour a t 20 000 
rpn and a t 20 С. To ana lyze t h e s i z e d i o t r i b u t j on of p u l i e l a b e l l e d nascent 
DNA c h a i n s , n u c l e i i-'егс d i s s o l v i u i n 0 . 5 ^ o i k , 0 .1 M NaOh, 10 nH' EDTA. The 
l y s a t e was l a y e r e d on a jfo-2C% a l k a l i n e sucrose g r a d i e n t p ' e p a r e o on a 65$ 
sucrose cu."-hLon. C( n t r i f u g a i . - o n .Jas performt d i n .'- Spinco SW 27—1 r o t o r for 
17 hour«- a t 24 000 rpn and a t 20 C. The g r a d i e n t s weie f r a c t i o n o d o t a r t i n g 
fro"i tne bottom of t h e t u b e . The f r a c t i o n s weie p r o c e s s e d and t h e r a d i o a c t i ­
v i t y was deter .ninca a s a o s e n b e d p r e v i o u s l y ( б ) . 
b n z y n a t i c DNA a-.ge';t ions. Nuclear l y s a t e s in 1 M NaCl were s u b j e c t e d 
t o one of t h e fDllo,/ing n u c l e a s e t r e a f n e r t s : 
a . DKuc I . Lysaten were incubated M t h v a r i o u s c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of LNo.se I 
(Sigma, e l e c t r o p h o r e t i e d l l y p u n f i e a ) i n th» presence of 7 · 5 '^' MñCl? l o r 
30 •ninuter a t 3 / 0 C. 
b . Kuslc a-e S^ . ï o r incubat ion.- witn Ξ (οι,^ηα) t h e pH of the n u c l e a r l y -
s a t e s wa , lorfered xo 4 .5 by auuing 0.^ M .;odium a c e t a t e o u f f e r (pF 4.5) 
to г i m a l conci пг r a t ion of 0.05 M· incut ia t ione wi th t h e en/,yre wc"^ o 
c a r r i e d out i r he pr^seroo of 1 mM ZnSO. t o r 30 " i m u t e s a t 37 C. 
c . G taohyloco^cus г и е і е ^ ^ е . L y s i t e s wert i n c u b a t e d with v a n o u r conci n t i a -
xion.- of Staphylococcu. . n u c l e a s e (/iorthmg'ton) in t h e pre^eno- of 1 mM 
СаС1„ Го* 10 -ninutes a l 37 Ο 0. 
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Am When Gjcce jòive m c u o a t i o n s wi îh rmcleaae S and DKase I were c a r r i e d o u t , 
the pH лаз f i r s t l y l o h o r o a t o 4·ί) а з d c c c r i b e a a b e v e . Nuclease S was 
aaaed to a f i n a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n of 3 Hiyml, a n d the tamples i n c u b a t e ! a s 
de i .onbPd а в с е . The i n c u b a t i o n viaj t e r m i n a t e d by a d d i t i o n of 0 .3 1" Trio— 
HCl pH 3.0 and 0 . 2 j M ЬВГА t o f i n a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of ICO mM and 2 nF r e s ­
p e c t i v e l y · Then DNaje I was aaded and t h e ватр іеь we/^ e i n c u b a t e d i n t h e 
p r e i c n c c of 10 ir.M Hf^Clp ю г 30 irrinutes a t Уі С. 
In a l l case j d e L c n b e d , t h e m c j b a t i o n s were t e i n i n a i e a by a d d i t i o n of 0.^5 M 
EDT'A to a f i n a l сопссчт^а і ion оГ 30 ·ηΙ4. 
RF Ì^JLTO 
1, Release of Шк by Pilase ΐ d i g e s t i o n . N u c l e a r Шк a t t a c h e d t o t h e 
p r o t e i n r OT.porent can be i s o l i t e d a s a r a p i a l y s c d m e n t i i c compier fi-om n u ­
c l e a r NaCl lysatr ' .- by u l t r a c e n t n f u g a t i o n ( l ) . A p r e f e r e n t i a l a s s o c i a t i o n of 
newly r e p l i c a t e d DNA л t h t h e p r o t e i n corrporeit v;a. a s s u r e d i n v i c u of t h e 
r e l a t i v e e r n c h m e n t of puloe l a b e l , i n p c - r t i c v l a r a ' t e r p a r t i a l r e l e a s e of 
DNA b / nhearmf; or I m i t e Ì DNase t r i ' a t p e n t . 
For a nore p r e c i s e de t e rmina t i on of the DKA г ^ д о п з a t t a c l ed t o t l v p r o ­
t e i n ι t i -ucture , n u c l e a " ly^.ate^. of c e l l s pu l se l i b e l l e d for 1 mm and 20 mm 
re~.pect ι v e l y , were d i g e s t e d u i t h v a r y i n g c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of UNcU-e I . Fig·. 1 
shows t h a t a DNa'-e t r t ' a tncnl : which re loved 9 ^ of t h e t o t a l ( p r e - l a b c l l e d ) 
DNA, .-.til] l e f t 40$ of t h e 1 irin p u l r e l a b e l l e d DNA a t t a c h e d t o t h e n u c l e a r 
p r o t e i n e o n p o n t n t . I d e n t i c a l r e s u l t s wen obta ined wath lysiatci" prepar i d i n 
χ .i/l 
2 M КдСІ. The H/ С -^atio of the DNA prer. jnt i n t h e r a p i d l y o e d i n e n t i n s 
ocmplex i n c r e a ed c o n t i n u o u s l y , a s t h e r e l e a s e of DNA by t h e enzyme p r o g r e s ­
sed ( f i g · 1E)· An inereai .e of t h e r a t i o was a l s o observed when l y s a t e s o b ­
t a i n e d a f t e r pu l se l a b e l l i n g f o r SO mm were t r e a t e d with DNa д4 I , or * rt 
"xpo 'e,i t(i v a r i o u s degr^er of h e a r i n g . Но..ел'ег, i,he r e l a t i v "11/ С ratxOT 
a f t e r α 20 ι. i r p t l e .lor«· Í L ^ ι " i r r ' t l ^ Lover t h a i t h o s e оэМ-г. чі ^ f í c r 
pul ·ι l e v e l l i n g fo ' 1 ι . η (•'-{,. 1") . ' " " i s jgg. -t<- t) it ".he гго^ чс i l / -¿Ti-
the I7cd DNA mj.-t oe l o c a t e d very c lo se Lo Ibi a t t a c h r e n t s i t e : . , o r , m 
e t h e r ' . o í d . , the r e g m r ci' a t tachment irust be · exr to the r e p l i c a t i o n f c r k . 
This f i r c i n g чг· coi f^riicd b, ' a n o t h e r e x p e r m e n t e a r n e d out a f t e r 
l a b e l l i n g ' DNA for 1 "-our m "he présence oi '00 μ." arab m o ^ y l c y t o . π ι 1 . I 'his 
. m a l o яде 'm? boen s-hoi.T. t o c l u s e a i t r o n g η ìuet ioi o: •„h" r a t e of DNA cha in 
grcv t^ ( 7 Ì · ThUv., i i . 1,'n.e рги-.опсе of ^ r a b m o s y l c j t o s i n e only α l i m i t e d re gioii 
a i jaco ι* t o t h e r e p l i c a t i o r fork be coni . l a b e l l e d durin"- one hour incorpora— 
t .о of r a d i o a c t i v e Lhynid r.e. The re .ult . , oi the DKase d i ( ^ ' t i o n of the 
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• • 20 min. pulse (shear) 
.--.- во min. pulse ara-С 
percent 1 4C-DNA 
t'lfTire 1. Ef fec t oí Ша:;е I 
A nue J (¡аг l yòa t e ;эк prepared 
ЗН-dThi. Γη·; l y s a t i : καν. d i v i d e 
f i n a l oonceriÏration-.'. of О (A), 
i n c u b a t i o n the oamplo:; were an 
D i r e c t i o n of cer.trii 'Uf-itior: л 
pano] ruprs.'SO'it the r a t i o . ; of 
r a p i d l y •.'p.d.imantir-p; лйЛ^г іаІ . 
for -«! and 11 000 for IAQ. Fig 
codi'rîentiriî- complex a к a -"imot 
Result:-, ol' c x p e r i n e n i a v/iìh di 
i.'ich .'.eparali, curvo one ii-.clf. 
a
 t-;radeù r ' - lcaac of Шк fror, t 
^а .ріо "·, Vioru forced vai-iou:-. i i 
і;.'ч-::;^Г(.· of 1 а і : і і . 
igeij'tion on the l a b e l d i s t r i b u t i o n i n n u c l e a r 
fro.Ti c e l l n pulce l a b e l l e d for 1 min with 
d i n t o /f port ion:- and DNaue I wa:; added t o 
0 .3 (В) , 0.6 (C) and 1 (D) μρ/τ.Ι. A f t e r 
alyi-.ed by vucrooc g r a d i e n t c e n t r i f u g a t i o n . 
Î: from r i t ;h t t o l e f t . The numbers in each 
the percontaj^e:-, Mi and ΊΊθ dpx p r e s e n t i n t h e 
The a v e r a g t o t a l dpm per g r a d i e n t were 19 000 
fhov.'a the i f t / l ' Jc-ra t ios of the r a p i d l y 
ion of the p r o p o r t i o n of t o t a l DNA r e m a i n i n g . 
f forent l a b e l l i n g program;; a r e showi:. For 
r lyi-.ate v;aü u.";ed. In one experiment ( shea r ) 
he complex was ob ta ined by s h e a r i n g , i . e . 
through a. 0.r) :nm g l a s s c a p i l l a r y a t a 
n u ' v e u r I.y.iaLoa fro::i suoi: c e l l s were very s i n i l a r t o those ob ta ined wi th a 
1 ::in puis.: .:.xpovinor.t without i n h i b i t o r ( f i g . 1 E ) . 
so of DKA 'ay nuol 
-r 
The da ta r epo r t ed so f a r i n d i c a t e 
Lr.ót, in c o n t r a s t to proìraryotes (e .g ' , ö ) , d i s con t inuous s y n t h e s i s of both 
di.uf:h'-f:r j t r ands ;: ; the frenerai T.ode of r e j í l i c a t i c n ir. e u c a r y o t i c o rgan i sns 
('•', '•), 10) . This, ir.plies- t"r.';t shor t unpai red regions, occur t empora r i ly in 
the ¡.a:v:.tal s.trands behind the branch p o i n t . In o rde r t o f ind out whether 
Vnr :,v r eg ions a re a c c e s s i b l e to s ing le s t r and s p e c i f i c nuc l eases while the 
Шк i s bound t o the n u c l e a r s t r u c t u r e , we have d i g e s t e d n u c l e a r l y s a t e s with 
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ruclease S . Fig. 2А—Ъ shown t r a t af ter a 1 mm pulse about 30$ of the pulse 
label nab reiroved by enzyme concentrations rfhich did ot s ignif icantly affect 
tVe amount of bound pro-labelled DKA. The almost exclusive release of pulse 
labr i at low enzyme concenîiations i s also indicated by the abrupt decrease 
of the Ti/ С r a t i o of the complex ( f ig . 2E). Similar re s u i t s were obtained 
using c e l l s pulse labelled for 1 hour in the presence of arabinosylcytosine. 
The decrease in the r a t i o was only s l ight ly greater when high enzyme concen­
t r a t i o n s were used which also released marked amounts of pre-labelled DNA. 
Apparently, only a l imited portion of the most recently synthesized ША is 
removed from the complex by the action of the single strand specific enzy-ne 
a c t i v i t y . The pulse label released af ter a 20 nm pulse was only 10% or even 
l e s s ( f ig . 2E). 
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5 0 
percent 1 4C-DNA 
FifTure 2. Effect of nuclease Ξ-| cigojtion on the labul d i s t r ibut ion in 
nuclear ly ate:;. 
Portioriij of a nuclear lycato pieparel з Ϊ ае^спЬса in fiR. 1, »/ore digested 
with 0 (A), 1 (В), 3 (C) and 10 (l)) μ^ηΐ n u c l e a r G-). Рог further ι ctail.-, 
see f ig. 1. The average t o t a l dpi" per gradient l'ore 12 000 foi 1^1 and 13 000 
for Ίΐο. Fig. E showíj the Зн/Ічс ration of the rapidly * di menti ip complex 
as a function of the proportion of t o t a l DNA rr "leaning. Results fron exper..-
ircntj with diffeiOnt l a j e l l m g program "^-, a n ' lo^n. For each scpaiato cur-vc 
one nucicar ly^ato vrac u>ed. In each cuive the point at the highert ^"d DNA 
pcrcenbage represents the non—incubated contro l . 
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I', is a reaaonable acsimption that the released matenal tiainly conssi^tj 
of O'cazaki fragner.tò hydrogen bonded "to b'nall ipeciei: of fin oonplementary 
p- rental ohair.s. ouL out by :he nuclease. Thi о assunption waa oompatiblo with 
the r e s u l t s оГ chromatography on Uydroxyapatjte (data not chown) and by the 
sodirentation analy.,13 presented in Fig· 3· On prolor.fied o ent r i fusa t i on the 
pulje labelled maternal sedi-nent-. at a much loyer rate than the ;-mall a-nount 
of pre—1 ibell'f d DMA wirlcl" и generally released fron the complex due to un­
avoidable rhearing ( l ) . I t can oe roughly estimated thb-t the airount of the 
parental fragment > bound to the Okaraki piece: ιε of the order of 0.01% of 
the t o t a l nuclear DKA. Г"!г li· coipatible with t i e negligible proportion of 
pre-label ar.sociaied w. th the ssl'jwly :-.( di-ont j ng pea.< of pulse label l i d ША 
( F i g . , ) . 
Pinal I ; i t via 3 fox-.d t'n.-.t th'; ar-on' ' ci pul.,e labal re] pareri Fren Ih' 
rorplví by .1 «.I'•aoo 3 л".. >f thi iT" order í.^ :hi aTOunt of рііле label 
found in O^aial·'! p iece unde^ 'he sane label l ing condit ions. These аг.> re— 
pre.-enttd by the material 'bdinenting at a rate 0" 1 ss than 10 S in alkaline 
3uciOL-e gra-^er.ts ( f i r . 4 ) . 
The pes ib iMty hai' to be rule '1 out tha h th * ac^esr ib i l i ty to nuolr-are 
S night oe caused oy a modifica"ici of th( complex at pH Ί . 3 , the pH opti— 
"U-T for the nuclea.-e ( ' l ) . Vie have therefcre cui'iied out Шс se I dií^c t ions 
at pH 4 .5 , u ,_ng h if hi г en/y-e conoer.t ratio.» s. The r e s u l t s , not reporteu 
here, чог~ the sane as those at /Л 8.0 prjst-ntt d in the preceding section. 
го 
E 
α 
Ό 
'S 
2 ю 
4-* 
β) " ι 
s Ί 
О 
F ', ν ι e 3. oedu'erit i t ion analyri ; of the pulse labelled BNA i'ragnie nt J Γ'1— 
1 a ;c „ oy runloaix ^-| di{7j:.tior'. 
A n^e'eae ly ale иа. prtpaivd as di scribed and α portion of i t л'аг; incubated 
' . i th 3 μ.ν'Ί nue lea .e 3- . The >"mple (^) -.rul an undigested control (Ά) we^c 
гл < п 'и*? d Tor 17 hour; at ?4 000 rpn. fhe t o t a l dpin per gradient ^ т е : 
A. Зн: 7 C)t,0 dpn (78% m fraction ί ) ; Ί'^ Ο: S 200 (''3% in fr:« t ion l ) . 
3. Зп: j njo „j,.,, \і7% m r
r
-.ct204 l ) ; 1'-C : -j 600 (67% i'- fract jer l ) . 
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5 10 15 
fraction 
Figure 4» Analysiii of the ai ze d i j t ri "but. i on of puicr labelled DNA, present 
in the various nuclear lyuatec. 
Nuclei, icolated froii o t i l ó , риіоз labelled for 1 or ?.Q r.inutes, or for 60 
minutes \n the preuencí· of ara-C, vit re lyaed in ?.lkaline SDS. The 516 ly ja tes 
./ere inalyEsed in alkaline uucroce ¿radiente. (A) 1 minute pulse, (B) 20 minu-
tes pul'3e,(c) 60 ".mutes pulse in th3 prtcer.ce of ara-C. The to ta l dpii in 
ffraiients Α-C were ab lollows: А: 3Η: 26 250 dpm; ^Ю: ?0 I50 dpm (64% in 
fraction l ) . В: Зц: 2 075 Ö00 Лрп; 1-ІС: 14 350 dpir. (36$ m f r ic t ion l ) . C: 
ЗН: 116 5OO dpm; 140: 5 000 dpn: (4l/o in fraction l ) . 
Digestion with RNase was found to have no effect (Τ). 
From those data one can concli-de that the a'taciTeiit of the repl icat ing 
DNA, although clo.-.e to the repl icat ion fork, does not n c l u d e those parts of 
the parental TtrEndL t o which Ok-.zaVi ''ragnentL- are hydrogen bonded. 
3. Relsase of РИА, by Stapbylococinn nuclease. In order to avoid the 
uncer ta int ies a r i sn .g from the incubation with nuclcase S at low pH, we 
digested nuclear l y s i l e s " t neutral pH with staphylococcal n-cloase, which 
has a profe ivnt i i l cir.£-le strand specif ic i ty (12, 13). I t was further ex-
pected that due to thr a b i l i t y of the епгуче "о degrade double L.trcnded DMA 
as well, t'ni? combined a c t i v i t i e s at higher onsyre cencentra'.ions ¡-ipht lead 
to new insights about the attachment s i tes as òiscus.ied below. 
Fig. 5 Лс-..г tha t , in spite 01 the r l i^ht double strand nucleolyhic 
a c t i v i t y of the enzyne, the digusoion at low enzyre concentrations of nuclear 
I j sates prepared a f te r label l ing for 1 Tin .jhowjcî a e i m l a r decn.ia3e of :h( 
н/ С ra t io in the bound DNA as ob-.erv^d by digestion v.'ith пиоіеаче S . 
This indicate'; again the preferent ia l release of nas'ent DNA ay biOf-ks in the 
ringle stranded re/T.ons. As could be expected there vas .m increasing releasfc 
of randomly label led DNA at higher епяуче conoentrstions. Simultaneously, the 
н/ С r a t i o of the DNA, ^ t i l l associated with the complex, increased. An 
essent ia l ly o in i la i increase of the r a t i o was found when a nuclear lyscite was 
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Figure % Effect of Staphylococcus nucleabe digestion on the label d i s t r i ­
bution in nuclear I j s a t e s . 
Portions of a nuclear lys? te prepared іь described in fig. 1 were digested 
with Staphylococcun nurlease at the following concentrations: С (A), 0.5 (в) , 
1.0 (C)and 2 μ^/ηΐ (D). For lur ther i e t a i l c c^ -e f ig. 1. Average dpm were 
71 500 dpir, for % and 11 500 for 14c respect Lvel,y. F i¿ . F chows the 3Н/1 4С 
r a t i o s of the rapidly ¿edirrenting complex as a fiHict .on of DNA remaining. 
Results fron eYp^nmfr^c with different label l ing programs .ire ohown. For 
each separate curve one nuclear lysate W9s used. I i each curve the point at 
the highest ^^ C DNA percentage represents the non-mcubated control . In one 
expennent a nuclear lysa te , prepared from celU" pulse label led for 1 minute 
was incubated with nuclease S-j ard subsequenLly the various samples were d i -
gested by LNase I at concentrations of 0, 0 .3 , 0.6, 1.0 and 1.5 μί^'ΐ'1! rt s-
pectivt-ly. 
digested by DNase I af ter the nascent DNA regions had been removed by 
nuclease S ( f ig . 5E)· Apparently, a marked proportion of ^he pulse labelled 
DNA vjhich i s not m roved by single s t ran i specific nucloolytic a c t i v i t y , i s 
s i t u a t e ! at or close to the DNA. region attached t o the protein s t ructure . For 
obvious reas >лв the changes of the label r a t i o s -were much less proiounced in 
the complex obtained a f ter a 20 nir pulse laoel experiment. 
When a similar digestion by staphylococcus nuclease -¡as carr ied out with 
a nuclear lysate prepared af ter label l ing c e l l s for 1 hour in tne presence of 
arabinosylcytosme, a marked decrease of the ti/ С r a t i o at low enzyme oon-
centra-cions ыаз agcir obsarved. In contrast to the 1 min ani 20 rr^n pulse ex-
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périment, however, the r a t io did not chow the increace observed dixiing the 
release of moot of the randomly labelled DNA ai high enzyme concentrations 
( f lg . 5E). This difference i s 'lost l ike ly to be due to the mode of inhibi t ion 
of the DNA. repl icat ion by arabmosylcytosine as will be discu'sed below. 
DISCU55I0H 
Models on the spat ial and temporal organization of the DNA repl ica t ion 
during the S phase and segrogation of the daughter molecules in mitosis im-
ply + he existence of a Lcaffold-like structure to hhicn the DNA i s attached. 
Dmgman (14) suggecti d that such a •structure - at that time believed to be 
represented by the nuclear envelope - would provide binding s i t e s for the 
origins of the tandenly arranged replioors (see f ig . 6 ) . 
Recent u l t ras t ruc tu ra l studies on histonc—depleted metaphase chromoso— 
'nes have revealed a central rcaf-old to which the DNA molecule i s anchored 
at in tervals comparable to known replicón lengths ('5» 1 6 ) . Essent ia l ly , the 
.structure shows a number f features inherent lo the model just mentioned. 
Indirect evidence of the binding of chromosomal DNA to a scaffold-like nu-
c lear protein s t ructure , res is tant to 2 M NaCl, has also been obtained with 
interphase nuclei ( l ) . The resu l t s ruggestod tha t , apart fren t h i s binding 
which possibly occurs at the origins of r tp l icons , replicatavi DNA was 
attached by addi t ion 4 ! binding s i t e s located ~lose to the repl icat ion forks. 
This finding i s important, эесаідве i t give^ experimental evidence for another 
postulate of the Dingian model, which i s the E-ttachment of the repl icat ion 
point. 
A more precise location of the bound DNA region was obtained by study­
ing the release of pulsi- label lsd DNA from the complex by prodicmg randon 
breaks in the DNA molecule by DNase I or shearing. The probabil i ty of a DMA 
fragment being released from a DNA loop ( f i / . f) by such breaks wil l decrease 
the c loser i t i s s i tuated to a bound region. The r e j j l t b presented above shov, 
that the release of pulse label i s par t icu lar ly lov. a f te r very short pulses, 
indicating that the attachment 'mi rt occur close tc the most recently synthe­
sized DNA segment, i . e . to the repl icat ion fork. A similar conclusion can be 
drawn from the r e s u l t s of DNase I digestion a f t t r a more selective labe l l ing 
of the repl icat ion fork in the presence of arabinosylcytosme. 
If t"ie oindmg of the fork would occur just s l ight ly ahead of the branch 
point as shown in fig. 6B, the removal of the pulse laoel led part immediately 
adjacent to tne branch point by for example nuclease S would result in a 
disconnection to the DNA—molecule. Consecjuently the remaining pulse label 
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Figure_6. A: Model oí' thi. npatial organization of Lhe DNA in the nucleus 
(accordine to Dingman). DNA іь attached to the matrix at the origini! of r e -
plioation (0
n
; 00; Op and 0 q ) . 0J and 0^ reprencnt repl icated or ig ins . Addi­
t ional Diniir.ft to the matrix takes place at the Γί p l icat ion fork.; ( к ) . 
B: 3- and ]3 > roprccont two роьг.іЫе moder. of attachment of the 
repl icat ion forks to the matrix. Our rer/ullr. are compatible with the occar-
rence of an atzachiient a i te (AC) b( hmd the branch point . 
would then be n t u a t c d at a free end. Random breakc by, lor example, subue— 
tjuent difx-tion with double ctrand specific nuclease should then r e : u l t m a 
prefeix-ntial release of the rcrrainng pulse labelled region. Our r e s u l t s , 
hoviiever, show that the rubsequert release of pulse label by Шаг.е I or high 
concerlrations of Staphylococeal nuclease occurs at a ¡lower rate than the 
release of the ranio'nly laoel lec БКА. Obviously there mu t be an a'-tachnent 
of xhe re pl icat ion folk behind the region tfhich i s cax out by the single 
strand nuclea;e. This mode и prts tnted in i i g . 6B ?. This finding does not 
rule out the poss ib i l i ty of additional binding ."ite s just ahead of the brane:h 
point or within the single strand gaps. 
A different result was obtained af ter pulse label l ing m the pre·.-onoe oi 
araoinosvlcytosine, in that the ч/ С ra t io of the bound DNA was not si.giii-
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f icantly a l tered by high Staphylococcus nuclease concentrations as compared 
to lori concentrationc. Thir 13 for the following reason. I t i s inherent to 
the Dingnan moael that ongint" of repliccns are attached to a nuclear scaf­
fold. In an asynchronous ce l l culture these origins wil l be pulse labr l led 
3 /14 
at random just І іке any other part of the nuclear DNA. The average H/ С 
ra t io of the origins wil l thas oe the запе as the r a t i o of the t o t a l nuclear 
ША, and double strand nuclease a c t i v i t y would not cause an a l t e r a t i o n of the 
l a t t e r except for the contribution which i s due to the attachment of χ he 
pulse labelled repl icat ion points . Only few oriscms of replicons will become 
labelled in the ргеьепсе of arabinosylcytosine which has been shown t o be a 
strong inhib i tor of the i n i t i a t i o n of new reolicons (17)· Release of DNA 
fragments by double strand breaks will then result in a decrease of the 
"Ίί/ С r a t i o of the complex, which more or le s s compensates the increase 
owing to the attachment of par ts of the pulse label led repl icat ion forks. 
We would l ike to point out that our in terpreta t ion would possibly need 
some modification if, owing to erroneous incorporation of incorrect deoxy-
noonucleot ides (for instance dUMP) as observed under cer ta in condition;." m 
b a c t e r i a l systems ( l 8 , 19) post repl icat ion repair voulu occur. This might 
lead to rebynthesis of more or le s s extensive DNA—"patches". Pulse label 
incorporated into such pkitches, could be re t i i t 'T i t to nuclease S , and if 
attached το the protein s t ructure, аіло less acce^siole to DNase I . If repair 
would take place rapidly, the thereby induced single strand gaps would be 
locate 1 near to the branch point . Such a mechanism, which coula make a 
semi-di/.continuous mode of DNA synthens appear to be t o t a l l y disconxmuous, 
would not affect oar i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s . However, these phenomena have not been 
observed in mammalian c e l l s so fa i . In addition we have found that the appa­
rent label l ing pattern;' of repl icat ive intcrnediatcs in our ce l l s t ra in are 
not affected s ignif icantly by any kind of repair repl icat ion (10). 
The exact location of the attachment J i te is- of par t icu lar interes t for 
the function of the nuclear structure in the repl icat ion model proposed by 
Dingman (14). A most n p o r t a n t point of the model i·.-, that i t provides a 
mechanism ior the complete unwinding of the parental DNA molecule, which i s 
required for the separation of the ΪΛΌ daughter molecules during the -ub.e— 
quent mitosis . This 1.; explained by '"he pcrt icular ipa i a ! f i с J ion of ' i e 
orinar i; well 1; the 1« pl icat iot . for* to Us îcaffolc (;ee f ig . C). TK. 
unM'uling occur; a a onjequenct of the tran -loe~tio> 0" the DNA noli ^le 
Лоп;- ' r e ixpl icotion ûinJing s i t e . Obviously coi pi U ur.win lin¿ с η oc 
с η'ur> d l i tî.L binding occur., i t , or at lea t extend.- in to , in 2 1і'-чп( -
729 
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of the f o r k . Such a mode of b i n d i n g i s s t r o n g l y supported by our r e s u l t s . 
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Chapter V 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATTACHMENT SITE 

V. THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATTACHMENT SITE 
V.l. Introduction 
In chapter 4 it has been shown that in the replication points 
DNA is attached to the nuclear matrix behind the branch point. 
The existence of an attachment site in front of the branch 
point could neither be demonstrated nor ruled out by our 
results. The reason for this is the aspecific labelling of 
14 parental DNA with C-dThd, as will be pointed out below. 
% On. , O n . j 
Fig. 1. Model of the spatial organization of replicating DNA. 
DNA i s attached to the nuclaar scaffold a t the replication origins of 
the individual replicons (0 , 0
 + 1 , 0 _ ) . Additional attachment 
s i t es (R) were shown to exis t behind the branch points. In case of 
absence of attachment s i t e s (R') in front of the replicating regions, 
digestion by single-strand-specific nucleases (arrows) of the single-
strand gaps opposite to growing Okazaki fragments should cause 
detachment of the unreplicated loop f rem the nuclear rratrix. 
From f i g u r e 1 i t i s obvious t h a t detachment of t h e Okazaki 
fragments from the n u c l e a r m a t r i x by s i n g l e - s t r a n d - s p e c i f i c 
n u c l e a s e w i l l be accompanied by r e l e a s e of p a r t of t he 
p a r e n t a l DNA when an a t t achmen t s i t e in f r o n t of t h e branch 
p o i n t does no t e x i s t . The DNA de tached c o n s i s t s of t he un-
r e p l i c a t e d loops between p a i r s of approach ing r e p l i c a t i o n 
p o i n t s , o r i g i n a t i n g from s u c c e s s i v e o r i g i n s w i t h i n c l u s t e r s 
of r e p l i c o n s . However, s i n c e approx imate ly 10 r e p l i c o n s 
(1-3) have t o be d u p l i c a t e d in 12 hours ( the l e n g t h of S-phase 
i n our c e l l - l i n e ( 4 ) ) , and s i n c e t h e average d u p l i c a t i o n t ime 
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for a replicón is assumed to be 30 minutes (5,6), at each 
moment in S-phase approximately 4% of the replicons are 
actively engaged in the process of replication. As these 
replicons on the average will have been duplicated for 50%, 
one can expect an upper limit of 2% of the randomly labelled 
DNA to be susceptible to the action of single-strand-specific 
nucleases. The actual amount that will be detached, is most 
likely to be even somewhat smaller. This is due to the fact 
that part of the DNA of the terminal replicons of each 
cluster will remain bound to the nuclear matrix after digestion 
of the single-strand regions because of its attachment to 
an inactive terminal replicón of an adjacent cluster. Therefore, 
one has to expect a release of 1-2% of the randomly labelled 
DNA from the nuclear matrix, obtained from asynchronuous cells, 
by the action of single-strand nucleases. As this proportion 
is within the experimental error of the method employed, a 
different approach had to be adopted. 
During S-phase DNA does not seem to be replicated randomly. 
A temporal order seems to exist in which DNA sequences that 
are duplicated in a particular period in one S-phase, are 
duplicated in the corresponding period in each following 
S-phase (7-12). Consequently, if in synchronized cells only 
the, for instance, early replicating clusters of replicons 
would be labelled in one S-phase and Sl-digestion would be 
carried out early in the next S-phase, one would expect a 
considerable part of the label to be detached from the nuclear 
matrix in case of the absence of an attachment site in front 
of the branch point. A second advantageous effect of syn-
chronization is that because of the increase of the pro-
portion of cells in S-phase, the absolute amount of replicating 
DNA and consequently the amount of label susceptible to 
nuclease SI, will also increase. Therefore, an experimental 
scheme was designed in which cells were synchronized at the 
beginning of S-phase by two successive blocks of excess 
deoxynucleotides. Between the blocks DNA was pulse-labelled 
and after the second block the Nuclease Sl-digestion was 
carried out. 
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V.2. Materials and Methods 
V.2.1. Cell synchronization and labelling procedures. 
To asynchronuous cells, grown In monolayers as described 
elsewhere (4), 2mM dAdo was added for 16 hours. The dAdo-
containing medium was then removed, the cells were washed with 
fresh medium and medium containing 50 uM dGua was added. This 
nucleotide was present in the medium to shorten recovery 
time since due to excess dAdo, the dGua-pool is depleted most 
(13). Subsequently replicating DNA was labelled with 0.5 uCi/ml 
14 
C-dThd (spec, activity 52.8 mCi/mmol; NEN) for 30 minutes 
starting 20 minutes after release from the dAdo-block. Then 
14 the dGua- and C-dThd-containing medium was replaced by fresh 
medium, in which the cells were allowed to grow for another 
10 hours to complete S-phase. 2mM dAdo was again added for 
16 hours, after which the block was lifted as described before. 
Thereupon H-dThd (20 uCi/ml; spec.activity 20 Ci/mmol; NEN) 
pulses of 5 minutes were given at the times indicated, after 
which the nuclei were isolated. 
When dThd was used to synchronize cells, a protocol as described 
in chapter 3 was followed. Between the blocks replicating 
14 DNA was labelled with C-dThd at the time of maximal DNA-
synthetic activity, i.e. 6-9 hours after release from the 
block. 
4.2.2. Analysis of the nuclear lysates , 
Nuclei were lysed in 2M NaCl and the lysates were treated 
with nuclease SI as described in chapter 4. The lysates were 
then analysed on 15-40% neutral sucrose gradients, which 
were spun at 20,000 rpm in SW27II-rotors for 1 hour. 
Alternatively, the lysates were analysed for the amount of 
C-dThd-labelled DNA detached by Nuclease SI by spinning down 
the rapidly sedimenting material in a Servali HB-4 rotor for 
20 minutes at 8,000 rpm and determining the amount of label in 
the supernatant. 
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V.2.3. Density labelling and isopyania centrifugation, 
To cells, synchronized by a double-block and labelled with 
14 ì 
C-dThd for 1 hour between the blocks, 10 uM H-BrdUrd 
(2,5 uCi/ml; NEN) was added at an appropriate time after the 
second block. Samples of cells were taken at the times 
indicated. The cells were then lysed in 0.5% SDS in 50 mM 
Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and the lysates were digested successively with 
50 ug/ml RNase A (Sigma) and 50 ug/ml pronase (nuclease-free; 
Sigma) for 30 minutes each at 37 C. DNA was subsequently 
isolated and analysed on CsCl-gradients as described before 
(14) . 
V.3. Results 
In the first approach, the analysis of whether or not attachment 
to the nuclear matrix occurs in front of the branch point, 
dAdo was used as the blocking agent. After the first block 
14 
C-dThd was added to label early replicating clusters of 
replicons. Cells were then allowed to complete S-phase after 
which they were again blocked in medium that contained dAdo. 
After reversal of the second block, cells were pulse-labelled 
3 
for 5 minutes with H-dThd at various times, in order to 
label nascent DNA, which served as an internal control for 
the Nuclease SI digestion. Nuclear lysates were then prepared, 
treated with Nuclease SI and analysed on sucrose gradients. 
In Figure 2 both the experimental scheme and the results of 
3 seperate experiments are given. Compared to the results 
presented in chapter 4, it is obvious that digestion by 
14 Nuclease SI detaches considerably more C-labelled DNA from 
the rapidly sedimenting complex obtained from selectively 
labelled cells than from the complex obtained from continuously-
labelled asynchronuous cells. Moreover, though the proportion 
of C-labelled DNA detachable by Nuclease SI immediately 
after release from the second block seems to be rather variable, 
the amount released nevertheless tends to decrease in time, 
as one would expect to occur. 
However, as synchronization by excess dAdo might cause lesions 
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Fig. 2.a. Protocol of the experiments to analyse the Suelease Sl-
sensiiivity of selectivclu labelled DNA. Cells were synchronized by 
successive dAdo-blocks. C-dlhd was present for 30 minutes between 
the two blocks. Samples, taken at different tines after release of 
the cells frem the second block, were digested by Nuclease SI and 
the amount of label released from the nuclear matrix was determined. 
2.b. Time-course of detachment by Nuclease SI of selectively 
labelled DNA from the nuclear matrix obtained from cells synchronized 
by dAdo. 
(15,16) control experiments had to be performed to see whether 
the synchronized cells showed the normal replicative type 
of DNA-synthesis. Therefore, cells were labelled with C-dThd 
for 1 hour between the two dAdo-blocks. Subsequently, following 
the second block, H-BrdUrd was added and samples were 
taken at different times. DNA was isolated, purified and 
analysed on CsCl-density gradients. Surprisingly, even 
after 24 hours of labelling with BrdUrd, a shift of the 
14 
C-labelled DNA to intermediate density could not be 
observed (Figure 3). This indicates in all probability that 
dAdo had blocked replicative DNA-synthesis irreversibly and 
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Fig. 3. Isopyania analysis of DNA labelled in successive S-phase in 
dAdo-synahronized cells. Cells were synchronized by a,double dAdo-block. 
3 hours after the f i r s t block, DNA was labelled with C-cîItid for 1 hour. 
Inmediately after the second block, H-BrdUrd was added and the shift 
of the C-labelled DNA to intermediate density was follcwed on CsCl-
gradients. Samples were taken a t 3 (Д), 4.5 (B), 6.5 (C) and 24.5 (D) 
Ib ta l dpm per gradient were: 
hours after the time of addition of Tl-BrdUrd to the c e l l s . 
14: 
H: A: 4,734 
Ή: 1,810 
B: 14,260 
1,810 
C: 23,800 
1,650 
D: 126,000 
1,200 
has induced some t y p e of unscheduled DNA-synthes is . Moreover, 
a marked p r o p o r t i o n of t h e c e l l s was found t o s t o p p r o l i f e r a t i n g 
and u l t i m a t e l y d i e d . S ince t h e observed e f f e c t of Nuclease 
SI i s o b v i o u s l y n o t r e l a t e d t o r e p l i c a t i o n and s i n c e for 
t h i s type of e x p e r i m e n t s an u n d i s t u r b e d r e p l i c a t i o n i s an 
a b s o l u t e p r e r e q u i s i t e , t h e use of dAdo for s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n 
p r o c e d u r e s had t o be abandoned. As an a l t e r n a t i v e , dThd was 
used i n a l l f u r t h e r e x p e r i m e n t s . 
Employing dThd as t h e s y n c h r o n i z i n g a g e n t i t was f i r s t l y 
i n v e s t i g a t e d whether t h e c e l l s could e n t e r S-phase a f t e r t h e 
d o u b l e - b l o c k . T h e r e f o r e , a d e n s i t y - s h i f t e x p e r i m e n t , s i m i l a r 
t o t h e one d e s c r i b e d above, was d o n e . F i g u r e 4 shows t h a t 
14 DNA, which had been l a b e l l e d f o r 1 hour w i t h C-dThd 7 h o u r s 
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after the lifting of the first block, had completed its 
shift to intermediate density between 14 and 13 hours after 
release of the cells from the second block. It can, therefore, 
be concluded that DNA labelled between the blocks, is 
replicated in the next S-phase but that, possibly due to the 
synchronization procedure, the temporal order of replication 
is not very strict. 
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F i g . 4. Isopyonia analysis of ΟΊΑ ІаЪеьІеа in successive S-phases in 
dThd-synchronized cells. C e l l s were synchronized by a double dlhd-block. 
7 hours a f t e r r e l e a s e of t h e c e l l s form t h e f i r s t b lock, DNA was 
l a b e l l e d w i t h C-dThd for 1 hour. 6 hours a f t e r t h e second block, 
H-BrdUrd was added and t h e s h i f t of t h e O l a b e l l e d DNA was followed 
on CsCl-gradients . Sanples were t a k e n , a t 1.0 (A), 2.5 (B), 8.0 (C) , and 
23.5 (D) hours a f t e r a d d i t i o n of the H-BrdUrd l a b e l . 
Tota l dpm per g r a d i e n t were: 
"Ή: A: 61,670 B: 171,960 C: 355,000 D: 510,600 
1 4 C : 2,850 3,550 4,030 5,110 
S i n c e r e p l i c a t i v e D N A - s y n t h e s i s s e e m s t o p r o c e e d i n t h i s 
14 
s y s t e m , t h e N u c l e a s e S l - s e n s i t i v i t y o f t h e C - l a b e l l e d DNA 
c o u l d b e a n a l y s e d n e x t . To t h a t p u r p o s e c e l l s w e r e l a b e l l e d 
w i t h C-dThd f o r 1 h o u r b e t w e e n t h e s u c c e s s i v e d T h d - b l o c k s . 
A f t e r r e l e a s e f rom t h e s e c o n d b l o c k s a m p l e s w e r e t a k e n a t t h e 
t i m e s i n d i c a t e d a n d n u c l e a r l y s a t e s w e r e p r e p a r e d , w h i c h w e r e 
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t r e a t e d w i t h Nuclease S I . F i g u r e 5 . a . shows t h a t t h e p r o -
p r o t i o n of C - l a h e l l e d DNA, d e t a c h e d by Nuclease SI i n t h e 
S-phase fo l lowing t h e second b l o c k , a t t a i n s a maximum a t a 
t ime c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h e p e r i o d of l a b e l l i n g i n t h e p r e v i o u s 
S-phase. A f t e r s e v e r a l hours t h e p r o p o r t i o n d e t a c h e d d e c r e a s e s 
t o v a l u e s s t i l l s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h e r than t h o s e i n unsyn-
c h r o n i z e d c e l l s . The t i m e - c o u r s e seems t o i n d i c a t e t h a t an 
a t t a c h m e n t s i t e i n f r o n t of t h e fork might be a b s e n t , though 
e v i d e n c e i s s t i l l r a t h e r i n c o n c l u s i v e . This could be due t o 
l o s s of phase synchrony as a r e s u l t of t h e s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n 
p r o c e d u r e (17) , as a l s o i s i n d i c a t e d by t h e broad maximum. 
Since t h e d e n s i t y - s h i f t e x p e r i m e n t s do n o t e x c l u d e e x c e s s 
dThd-induced r e p a i r s y n t h e s i s , which o c c u r s s i m u l t a n e o u s l y 
w i t h r e p l i c a t i o n , i t had t o be r u l e d o u t t h a t t h e S l -
14 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of t h e C - l a b e l l e d DNA was t o some e x t e n t 
t h e consequence of t h e s i n g l e - s t r a n d gaps and n i c k s , which 
a r e known t o be g e n e r a t e d t e m p o r a r i l y by c e r t a i n t y p e s of 
r e p a i r ( 1 8 ) . 
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Fig. 5. Time-courses of detaahment of C-labelled DM from the nuclear 
matrix by Nuclease SI. , . 
Fig. 5.a. Cells were labelled with C-dlhd for 1 hour, s tar t ing 9 hours 
after release of the ce l l s from the f i r s t dThd-block. After the second 
block, samples were taken at the times indicated (t=0 corresponding to 
the time of release of the cel l s fron the second block) and treated 
with Nuclease SI. 
5.b. As under a., except that between the blocks ce l l s were ^oth 
continuously-labelled with C-dlhd and pulse-labelled with H-dlhd 
for 1 hour s tar t ing 9 hours after release from the f i r s t block. 
m » m : pulse-labelled DNA. 
0 0 0 : continuously-labelled DNA. 
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To examine the contribution of repair, a slightly different 
experiment than the one described above was performed. 
Immediately following the first dThd-block the cell population 
was divided into two. Between the blocks one of the samples 
14 
was labelled with C-dThd continuously while the other was 
only labelled for 1 hour at the time of maximal DNA-synthetic 
14 
activity. Figure 5.b. shows that the C-pulse-labelled DNA 
was most sensitive to Nuclease SI immediately after the time 
corresponding to the period, in which in the previous S-phase 
the label had been present. The continuously-labelled DNA 
showed a relatively constant, though rather high, Nuclease Sl-
susceptibility. This observation confirms the results 
presented before, though the rather small difference between 
the proportions of DNA detached from the nuclear lysates, 
14 14 
obtained from C-pulse-labelled and C-continously-labelled 
cells respectively, only allows cautious conclusions. Further 
experiments will be needed for corroboration. 
V. 4 . Discussion 
The existence of a stringently fixed temporal order for the 
replication of DNA in eukaryotic cells is still under in-
vestigation. One of the main difficulties in precisely 
demonstrating this temporal order lies in the absence of 
natural synchrony in higher eukaryotes. This is contrary, for 
instance, to the high degree of synchrony of replication 
occurring in macroplasmodia of Physarum polycephalum, in 
which organism DNA-duplication was shown to follow a fixed 
order (7). In yeast too, this was demonstrated (10). 
In higher eukaryotes the presented evidence indicates that 
replication does not proceed completely at random throughout 
S-phase. In synchronized cells certain DNA-classes were found 
to be duplicated in ordered time-sequences (12). This temporal 
order, however, does not seems to be very strict (17,19) and 
synchronization by a number of drugs was found to have a 
disturbing effect on the sequence programming (17,18). 
Nevertheless, the occurrence, to some extent, of sequence 
programming has to be considered a prerequisite for this 
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study which is aimed at demonstrating the existence or absence 
of an attachment site in front of the replication fork. 
Evidence presented on the Nuclease Sl-sensitivity of the 
selectively labelled DNA of cells synchronized by excess dThd, 
suggests that at times somewhat later than the time of 
labelling m the previous S-phase, an increased amount of 
DNA could be detached from the nuclear matrix. As this 
amount is higher than the background level, i.e. the pro-
portion of detached DNA continuously labelled between the 
successive dThd-blocks, this observation favors the model in 
which the unreplicated loops between two approaching repli-
cation points are not attached to the nuclear matrix. The 
amount of selectively labelled DNA, detached by Nuclease SI, 
however, is relatively low. Most probably this is a consequence 
of a rather low degree of sequence programming, as is indicated 
by the density-shift experiments. DNA, pulse-labelled between 
the successive dThd-blocks, was found to be duplicated 
throughout the whole of the next S-phase. In case of the 
existence of a stringently fixed temporal order of replication 
an abrupt shift would have been found. Excess dAdo disturbed 
the replication process even more, blocking DNA-synthesis and 
reducing cell-viability. 
In view of the detrimental effects of the synchronization 
procedures which have been used in this study, the results 
presented cannot be considered to be more than tentative. 
Confirmation will have to be obtained from experiments with 
cells synchronized by mitotic selection or, assuming the 
mechanism of DNA-replication in lower and higher eukaryotes 
to proceed esentially similar regarding spatial organization, 
with naturally synchronous systems such as Physarum polycephalum. 
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Chapter VI 
CHROMATIN ORGANIZATION IN THE REPLICATION 
POINTS 

VI. CHROMATIN ORGANIZATION IN THE REPLICATION POINTS 
VI.1. Introduction 
The major part of nuclear chromatin has been shown to be 
organized in nucleosomes (1). These structural repeating units 
consist of a histone octamer around which a 140 base-pair 
segment of DNA is wound. Along the DNA string, successive 
nucleosomes are separated by linkers of an average length 
of 40 to 60 base-pairs, to which histone HI is bound. The 
linker regions are readily accessible to nucleases, while the 
DNA-segment associated with the histone octamer is strongly 
shielded (1,2). Whether or not this structure is retained in 
the immediate vicinity of the replication point is not yet 
clear. Ultrastructural data have been presented indicating 
that chromatin structure on both sides of the replication 
fork is identical (3). 
Most biochemical evidence, however, shows that newly replicated 
chromatin, in vivo, is more susceptible to endonucleolytic 
degradation than is the remainder of the chromatin (4-7) . 
One of the hypotheses presented to account for this difference 
is an asymmetric segregation of the parental nucleosomes 
during replication, resulting in a transient absence of nu-
cleosomes from one of the two double helices behind the 
replication fork (4). Recent results seem to confirm this 
assumption (8). 
Further evidence in support of this view has been obtained 
from studies on replication in the absence of protein synthesis, 
i.e. in vitro replication (9,10) or replication in the presence 
of cycloheximide (11). Aditionally, it was observed that the 
nucleosomes immediately behind the replication fork have an 
altered conformation (9,10,12). 
It has been suggested that the unshielded internucleosomal 
regions give access to transcriptional and replication factors 
(13,14). In particular Okazaki fragments might be initiated 
at these sites. This is compatible with the finding that the 
size of Okazaki fragments roughly matches the average length 
of the DNA segment contained by the nucleosome (15). Initiation 
of Okazaki fragments in the internucleosomal regions could 
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imply the occurrence of pre-fork replication loops (13), for 
which we have recently provided experimental evidence (16). 
Furthermore we have shown that replicating DNA is intimately 
associated with a nuclear protein skeleton, which can be 
isolated from nuclei that have been lysed in 2M NaCl (17). 
After removal of the histones by the high salt concentration 
and owing to the single-strand gaps between the growing 
nascent strands, a substantial part of the nascent DNA can 
be cut out by single-strand-specific nucleases and can be 
separated from the skeleton by centrifugation (18). In this 
study we investigate whether the single-strand gaps in the 
DNA of replicating chromatin are shielded by nucleosomes. 
VI. 2 . "ater-ials and i'eihods 
VI.2.1. Cell culture and labelling procedures. 
Bovine liver cells were grown in monolayers in Carrel-flasks 
as described elsewhere (19), except that a serum concentration 
of 10% was used. DNA was pre-labelled by addition of 0.02 uCi/ 
2-14C-dThd (specific activity 52.8 mCi/mmol; NEN) for at least 
30 hours. After growing the cells in label-free medium for 
another 2 hours, the cells were pulse-labelled for 1 minute 
with 50 uCi/ml me- H-dThd (specific activity 20 Ci/mmol; NEN). 
Incorporation was stopped by rinsing the cells with ice-cold 
0.1% Triton X-100 in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. Nuclei were then 
isolated as described before (17) and resuspended in 50 mM 
Tris-HCl pH 8.0. 
VI.2.2. Enzymatia digestions and préparation of the nuclear 
lysates. 
For digestions by Nuclease SI the pH of the nuclear suspension 
was adjusted to 4.5 by adding 0.5 M acetate-buffer (final 
concentration 50 mM). Incubations were carried out for 30 
minutes at 37 С in the presence of 1 mM ZnSO.. 
Incubations with the single-strand-specific nuclease from 
Physarum polycephalum, isolated as described elsewhere (20), 
were carried out in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 for 30 minutes at 37 
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All incubations were stopped by addition of EDTA to a final 
concentration of 30 mM. Subsequently nuclear lysates were 
prepared as described before (18), except that a final 
concentration of 2 M NaCl was used. Alternatively, lysates 
of which the pH was adjusted to 4.5 after lysis of the nuclei, 
and lysates obtained from nuclei, which had been incubated 
in medium of pH 4.5 for 30 or 60 minutes, were subjected to 
digestion by Nuclease SI. 
Furthermore, lysates were incubated with the Physarum enzyme 
after 10-fold dilution with 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. To avoid 
reassociation of histones with the DNA attached to the nuclear 
skeleton, heparin was added to a final concentration of 
20 pg/ml (21). 
VI. 2.3. Sedzmentation analysis. 
The lysates were analysed on neutral, 2M NaCl containing 
15-40% sucrose gradients, prepared on 65% sucrose cushions 
containing 0.4 g/ml CsCl. Centrifugation was performed in a 
Spinco SW27II rotor for 1 hour at 20,000 rpm and at 20OC. 
Fractions of 2.5 ml were collected starting from the bottom 
of the tube and the radioactivity was determined as described 
before (22). 
VI.3. Results 
We have shown recently (18) that incubation of the rapidly 
sedimenting DNA-protein complex, obtained from nuclei lysed 
in 2M NaCl, with the smgle-strand-specific enzyme Nuclease 
SI results in detachment of a substantial part of the nascent 
DNA without concomitant loss of detectable amounts of parental 
DNA. The nascent DNA detached was shown to consist almost 
exclusively of Okazaki fragments hydrogen bonded to parental 
segments. 
In order to investigate whether the smgle-strand regions 
in replicating DNA are protected by nucleosomes from the action 
of single-strand nucleases, pre-labelled cells were pulse-
labelled with H-dThd for 1 minute and the nuclei were isolated. 
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Subsequently, part of the nuclei was incubated with Nuclease 
SI and then lysed in 2M NaCl. The other part was first lysed 
in 2M NaCl, after which the lysate was treated with the 
single-strand nuclease. 
Sedimentation analysis of the untreated NaCl-lysates in sucrose 
gradients revealed that almost 100% of the DNA remained 
attached to the nuclear skeleton (Figure l.a.). Incubation 
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Fig. 1. Effect of nuclease S2 digestion on nuclear lysales and vuclei. 
Nuclei were isolated fron 14C-dThd-labelled cells, which were pulse-
labelled with ^H-dThd for 1 minute. Half of the nuclei was lysed in 
24 NaCl and the lysate was divided into 3 portions. Nuclease SI was added 
to final concentrations of 0 (£.) , 100 (B) and 1000 (C) units/ml. The other 
half of the nuclei was also divided into 3 portions and Nuclease SI was 
added to final concentrations of 0 (D), 100 (E) and 1000 (Г) units/ml. Sub­
sequently the nuclei were lysed by addition of NaCl to a final con­
centration of 2M. All lysates were analysed by sucrose gradient centri-
fugation. Sedurentation is fron right to left. The nuirbers in each panel 
represent the ratios of the percentages of 3H and 14C present in the 
rapidly sedimentmg material. , ^ 
Average total dpm per gradient were 2,500 for H and 8,000 for С 
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of the nuclei at pH 4.5 prior to lysis had no effect on the 
sedimentation pattern (Figure l.d.). In accordance with our 
previous results (18) , digestion of the NaCl-lysates with 
Nuclease SI resulted in a 30% release of the pulse-labelled 
DNA without significant loss of pre-labelled DNA (Figures 
l.b. and I.e.). Treatment of nuclear suspensions with the 
enzyme caused only a very small and variable release of nascent 
DNA (Figures l.d. and I.e.). 
Routinely, between 60 and 90% of the pulse-label released by 
digestion of nuclear lysates remained associated with the 
rapidly sedimenting complex when whole nuclei were digested. 
The most plausible reason for the inaccessibility of newly 
replicated DNA in chromatin is a partial shielding of the 
single-strand regions by nucleosomes. It is not likely that 
Hl-histones are involved, because digestion of nuclei in the 
presence of 0.4M NaCl gave the same results as incubations 
performed without NaCl (results not shown). 
A particular disadvantage of the use of Nuclease SI is its 
requirement for a low pH. Microscopical examination showed that 
at pH 4.5 the nuclei had shrunk to about half their original 
diameter. This implies that an artificial reorganization of the 
nuclear proteins, and maybe also some displacement of nucleo-
somes along the DNA-strands, cannot be excluded. Moreover, 
it had to be made sure that the relative insensitivity of 
newly replicated chromatin towards Nuclease SI is not due 
to a collapse of a very labile structure of replicating chroma-
tin in a medium of low pH and low ionic strength. Therefore, 
nuclei were first incubated at pH 4.5, then lysed by addition 
of 2M NaCl and digested as described before. The pre-treatment 
had no significant effect on the release of nascent DNA from 
the nuclear skeleton (Figure 2) . Moreover , preliminary elec-
trophoretic data indicate that the poly-peptide composition 
of the rapidly sedimenting complex, obtained from nuclei 
incubated at pH 4.5 for up to 60 minutes, did not differ 
significantly from the poly-peptide composition of nuclear 
skeletons isolated at pH 8.0 (Schellinx, unpublished results). 
Whether these observations imply that chromatin structure in 
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nuclear lysates by Nuclease CI. Nuclei were isolated from ^ç-cftM-
labelled c e l l s , which were pulse-labelied with ^H-dlhd for 1 nunute. 
Nuclei were lysed in 2M NaCl uimediately (A and B) or after incubation 
in medium of pH 4.5 for 60 minutes (C). Nuclease SI was then added 
to final concentrations of 0 (A) and 300 (B and C) units/ml. For 
further deta i l s see under figure 1. -. . . 
Average to ta l dpm per gradient were 2900 for H and 2200 for С. 
medium of pH 4.5 i s i d e n t i c a l t o c h r o m a t i n s t r u c t u r e under 
p h y s i o l o g i c a l c o n d i t i o n s , remains t o be p r o v e n . For t h i s r e a s o n 
we have performed s i m i l a r e x p e r i m e n t s w i t h a r e c e n t l y d e s c r i b e d 
s i n g l e - s t r a n d - s p e c i f i c e n d o n u c l e a s e of Physarum polychephalum 
( 2 0 ) , which has i t s maximal a c t i v i t y a t pH 8 . 0 . The s t r o n g 
i n h i b i t i o n of t h i s enzyme by high c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of s a l t made 
i t n e c e s s a r y t o reduce t h e N a C l - c o n c e n t r a t i o n of t h e l y s a t e 
t o 0.2 M. The r e a s s o c i a t i o n of h i s t o n e s w i t h t h e DNA was 
p r e v e n t e d by a d d i t i o n of h e p a r i n . F i g u r e 3 shows some 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e r e s u l t s . Like Nuclease S I , t h e Physarum enzyme 
s p e c i f i c a l l y d e t a c h e s n a s c e n t DNA ( p a n e l s A t o D ) . The amount 
of p u l s e - l a b e l r e l e a s e d from t h e r a p i d l y s e d i m e n t m g complex 
(44% i n t h i s p a r t i c u l a r exper iment) was always l a r g e r than 
t h e amount r e l e a s e d by Nuclease S I . When n u c l e a r s u s p e n s i o n s 
were d i g e s t e d w i t h t h e Physarum enzyme, 22% of t h e p u l s e - l a b e l 
was d e t a c h e d , w h i l e t r e a t m e n t of a n o t h e r p o r t i o n of t h e same 
s u s p e n s i o n s w i t h Nuclease SI only r e s u l t e d i n detachment of 
14% of t h e p u l s e - l a b e l ( p a n e l s E and F ) . On t h e a v e r a g e , t h e 
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amount of pulse-label released from the nuclear skeleton by the 
Physarum endonuclease, added to nuclei, varied from 40 to 50% 
of the amount released by the enzyme added to nuclear lysates. 
Approximately the same percentage of nascent DNA was released 
by the Physarum enzyme, when nuclei had been digested in the 
presence of 0.4 M NaCl, suggesting that the Hl-histones do 
not protect single-strand regions from the action of the 
enzyme. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of Physarum Zn-endonuclease digestion on nuclear Lysates 
and nuclei. Nuclei were isolated from l^C-dTThd-labelled cells, which 
were pulse-labelled with Ti-dlhd for 1 minute. A portion of the nuclei 
was lysed in 2M NaCl, the lysate was diluted tenfold and divided 
into 2 portions. Zn-endonuclease was added to final concentrations of 
0 (A) and 300 (B) units/ml. The remainder of the nuclei was divided 
into 4 portions. Zn-endonuclease was added to 2 portions in final 
concentrations of 0 (C) and 300 (D) units/ml and, as a control, 
Nuclease SI was added (after adjustment of the pH to 4.5) to final 
concentrations of 0 (E) and 300 (F) units/ml. For further details 
see under figure 1. Average total dpm per gradient were 1,000 for 
JH and 600 for 1 4C in (A) and (B) and 3,600 for 3H and 2,350 for 1 4C 
in (C) through (F) . 
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VI.4. Discussion 
Replicating DNA in eukaryotic cells is attached to a high-
salt resistant nuclear protein skeleton (18,23,24). The 
attachment site has been shown to be located closely behind 
the branch point of the replication fork (18), in such a 
way that the Okazaki pieces, hydrogen-bonded to the parental 
DNA segments, can be removed specifically by the single-
strand-specific Nuclease SI. In the present chapter it is 
demonstrated that the nascent pieces can be cut out with the 
same specificity, and even slightly higher efficiency, by a 
recently isolated and characterized single-strand nuclease of 
Physarum polychephalum (20). The accessibility of the single-
strand regions is strongly reduced in chromatin. The amount 
of nascent DNA released from intact chromatin in isolated 
nuclei by the Physarum enzyme is only 40-50% of that released 
by digestion of his tone-depleted DNA. With Nuclease SI the 
difference between digestion of chromatin and histone-free 
DNA is even greater, and, moreover, somewhat less reproducible. 
This is possibly due to artificial changes of chromatin 
structure by the low pH, which is required for the enzyme 
to be active. We will, therefore, base our further discussion 
solely on the data obtained from the experiments with the 
endonuclease of Physarum polychephalum. 
Our results clearly show that part of the single-strand 
regions are effectively protected by chromatin proteins. The 
protection is not significantly altered when the Hl-histones 
are removed by 0.4 M NaCl. Apparently, the internucleosomal 
linkers are equally accessible to micrococcal nuclease (25) 
and the single-strand-specific nuclease. We, therefore, suggest 
that the single-strand regions, not accessible to the Physarum 
enzyme, are in some way associated with the histone cores of 
the nucleosomes. 
Based on recent results (16-18), Figures 4.a. and 4.b. 
diagrammaticly show two possible chromatin structures of the 
replication fork. From diagram 4.a. it can be inferred 
that release of a piece of nascent DNA can require up to 4 
single-strand regions to be digested. For example, for release 
of the fragments between the initiation points I and II single-
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Strand breaks have to be introduced at sites 1, 2, 1' and 2' 
or 3'. The fragments will not be released, if one of the 
single-strand regions at sites 1,1' or 2 is not accessible 
to the enzyme. It can be roughly estimated that inaccessibility 
of only 2 to 3 out of 10 single-strand regions would be 
sufficient to reduce the release by about 60% as found in our 
experiments with the Physarum nuclease. 
Fig. 4. Sahematia representatton of the ahronatin struczure in the 
irmediaie гсъпгіу of the replication fork. 
4.a. Okazaki fragments are in i t ia ted between the nucleosones. Conse­
quently, a l l single-strand regions (1,2 and 3, 1 ' , 2' and 3') 
between the grcwing Okazaki fragments are located in the internucleosomal 
spaces and, therefore, can be digested by single-strand-specific 
nucleases. 
4.b. Okazaki fragments are i n i t i a t e d within the nucleosomes. Consequently, 
only a minor amount of the single-strand regions between the Okazaki 
fragments wi l l be located in the internucleosonal spaces. 
I f one assumes t h a t i n i t i a t i o n of Okazaki f ragments o c c u r s 
n e a r t h e c e n t e r of t h e i n t e r n u c l e o s o m a l r e g i o n s , t h e amount 
of n a s c e n t DNA removed by d i g e s t i o n of c h r o m a t i n w i t h a 
s i n g l e - s t r a n d - s p e c i f i c n u c l e a s e should be e q u a l t o t h a t 
removed by d i g e s t i o n of h i s t o n e - d e p l e t e d c h r o m a t i n . Thi s i s 
t h e consequence of t h e f a c t t h a t , i n s p i t e of t h e p r e s e n c e 
of nucleosomes a long t h e DNA, a s t r e t c h of 20 t o 30 n u c l e o t i d e s 
w i l l remain a c c e s s i b l e a t each s i n g l e - s t r a n d r e g i o n . However, 
i f t h e Okazaki f ragments a r e i n i t i a t e d randomly w i t h i n t h e 
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internucleosomal regions, some of those regions might become 
too short to be accessible to the enzyme, and, therefore, 
will not be broken. 
On the other hand, if synthesis of Okazaki fragments would 
start within the nucleosomes, single-strand regions in the 
internucleosomal spaces would also occur, though in a smaller 
number (Figure 4.b.). Since they appear in one branch only, 
it can be roughly estimated that no more than 15% of the 
label, residing m the Okazaki fragments, will be released 
by the action of single-strand-specific nucleases. The 
observed release, on the average approximately 40% of the 
Okazaki fragments is, therefore, more compatible with initiation 
of the Okazaki fragments occurring m the internucleosomal 
spaces, as shown in Figure 4.a. 
Another factor, which might affect the results, is the 
possibility of a translocation of the nucleosomes during the 
experimental procedures. The chance of translocation occurring 
in media of low ionic strength and at a pH near to neutral, 
however, seems slight (26) and might even be disregarded. On 
the other hand, under the conditions required for the Nuclease 
Sl-digestions, the гп г о structure might not be retained 
completely. 
Knowledge of the chromatin structure around the replication 
fork is required for a precise understanding of the duplication 
of the eukaryotic genome. The experimental approach for an 
analysis of this structure is severely hampered by its dynamics 
and instability. Results obtained so far with Staphylococcal 
nuclease are believed to be related mainly to a region behind 
the replication fork (4). The use of single-strand-specific 
nucleases is more specifically directed to the replication 
fork proper. The tentative conclusion from our results is 
that Okazaki fragments are initiated at arbitrary positions 
within the internucleosomal segments of the DNA in chromatin. 
This is in agreement with the model proposed by Rosenberg (13). 
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C h a p t e r V I I 
SUMMARY/SAMENVATTING 

VII. SUMMARY 
Recent research in the field of the eukaryotic DNA-replication 
has led to a more detailed understanding of the molecular 
mechanism of this process and its temporal regulation. In 
the first chapter, a no doubt concise survey of this field 
has been presented. 
Contrary to the structure of the cell nucleus, on which 
recently some attention has been focused, a lot less is 
known of the spatial organization of nuclear DNA. Moreover, 
data on the relation between DNA-replication and nuclear 
structures are almost completely lacking. To this subject, 
a major part of this thesis has been devoted. Since in 
nearly all studies of DNA-replication inhibitors can be 
very useful tools, the mechanism of action of two of those 
substances was analysed. The results of these analyses 
are presented in chapters 2 and 3. 
Arabinosylcytosine (ara-C), which is described in chapter 2 
(in a concentration of 10 M) was found to reduce the rate 
of chain elongation of growing DNA-strands markedly. This 
was indicated by a significant increase of the proportion of 
label incorporated into Okazaki fragments. These primary 
intermediates of the replication process were ligated to 
growing DNA-strands in the presence of the inhibitor, though 
at a greatly reduced rate compared to controls. This observation 
suggests that the Okazaki fragments, synthesized in the 
presence of ara-C, are regular intermediates of DNA-replication. 
Finally, based on the fact that, after lysis of cells in 
media of low ionic strength, most of the Okazaki fragments 
were observed to have single-strand properties, a model 
was designed in which the primary replication intermediates 
are initiated in front of the replication fork. 
Daunomycin, too, retards fork progression significantly at 
concentrations of 10 M, as is shown in chapter 3. This 
effect, however, obscures another consequence of the addition 
of daunomycin to the cells, inhibition of the initiation 
of new replicons. This primary effect of the inhibitor, 
already occurring at concentrations of 10 M, results in 
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a reduction of the number of nascent DNA-chains of replicón 
length. 
In the second part of this thesis, a study of the spatial 
organization of replicating DNA is presented. Previous 
work, performed in this laboratory, demonstrated that on 
sucrose gradients a rapidly sedimenting protein complex can 
be isolated from nuclei that had been dissolved in 1 or 2 
M NaCl, Almost all nuclear DNA was found to be attached to 
this skeleton. The mode of attachment of DNA to the skeleton 
was analysed in chapter 4. To that purpose DNA was pulse-
labelled for several different periods of time and subsequently 
the isolated DNA-protein complexes were digested by various 
DNA-degrading enzymes. 
Digestion experiments with DNase I, which introduces nicks 
into DNA randomly, revealed that continously-labelled DNA 
was removed from the complex much more efficiently than was 
pulse-labelled material. Moreover, the susceptibility of 
pulse-labelled DNA was found to decrease with decreasing pulse 
lengths. This indicates that DNA synthesized most recently, 
is most intimately associated with the protein skeleton and 
that, therefore, an attachment site has to exist in the 
immediate vicinity of hte replication fork. 
Contrary to DNase I, digestion by single-strand-specific 
nucleases, such as Nuclease SI, results almost exclusively 
in release of nascent DNA from the skeleton. This is the 
consequence of the fact that this enzyme introduces gaps 
and nicks into the single-strand parental DNA between the 
growing Okazaki fragments. As expected, the material detached 
was found to exist of the Okazaki fragments, base-paired to 
short stretches of parental DNA. 
Digestion with DNase I of the complex, from which the 
Okazaki fragments had been removed, demonstrated that the 
remainder of the pulse-labelled DNA, consisting of mature 
Okazaki fragments ligated to fully duplicated replicons, still 
was intimately associated with the nuclear skeleton. A similar 
conclusion could be drawn from experiments using Staphylococcal 
Nuclease. This enzyme, which preferentially degrades single-
strand DNA, first releases the Okazaki fragments from the 
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complex before detaching the rest of the DNA. 
Taken together, these observations suggest that replicating 
DNA is not bound to the rapidly sedimenting protein structure 
in the regions, where Okazaki fragments are being synthesized, 
The attachment site will rather be situated at some distance 
behind the replication fork. Whether this attachment site is 
the only location, in which replicating DNA is bound to the 
nuclear skeleton, remains to be established. 
Therefore, in chapter 5, it was investigated whether single-
strand-specific nucleases are able to remove additional 
parental DNA from the rapidly sedimenting complex beside the 
parental material base-paired to the Okazaki fragments. It is 
well known that replicons are duplicated in clusters. In case 
of the absence of an attachment site in front of the replication 
fork, single-strand-specific nucleases should be able to 
detach the not yet replicated parental DNA, located between 
two approaching replication forks. As the potentially de-
tachable material only constitutes a minuscule proportion of 
the total amount of parental DNA, a method had to be, and was, 
developed to label this fraction selectively. From the results 
obtained from experiments performed with the selectively 
labelled DNA, it can be concluded tentitatively that attachment 
sites in front of the replication fork are absent. 
In the final chapter of this thesis (chapter 6) an analysis 
of the chromatin structure of replicating DNA is presented. 
In chapter 4 it was demonstrated that the single-strand-
specific enzyme Nuclease SI removes Okazaki fragments from 
histone-free replicating DNA. In vivo, however, the DNA-
chain is wound around cylindrical histone complexes, so 
adopting the so-called nucleosomal conformation. It appeared 
reasonable to assume that replicating DNA, associated with 
histones,would be less susceptible to the action of single-
strand-specific nucleases than histone-free DNA actually is. 
This assumption was verified experimentally with two different 
single-strand-specific enzymes. Neither of the two nucleases 
was able to detach from intact chromatin more nascent DNA than 
40-50% of the amount which could be removed from histone-
depleted chromatin. Based on this observation a model was 
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proposed suggesting that individual Okazaki fragments are 
initiated randomly within the internucleosomal spaces, 
SAMENVATTING 
Het onderzoek dat in de laatste jaren gedaan is naar het 
verloop van de DNA-replikatie m eukaryotische cellen, heeft 
een aantal belangrijke inzichten opgeleverd m het mechanisme 
van die replikatie op molekulair nivo en m de temporele 
regulatie ervan. In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt een, nood-
gedwongen beknopt, overzicht gegeven van de stand van zaken 
op deze onderzoeksterreinen. 
Hoewel de struktuur van de celkern recentelijk wel wat meer 
belangstelling heeft gekregen, is over de ruimtelijke or-
dening van het DNA in de kern veel minder bekend. Dit geldt 
evenzeer, en mogelijk zelfs nog m versterkte mate, voor de 
samenhang tussen het verloop van de DNA-replikatie en struk-
turen in de kern. Aan dit onderwerp is in dit proefschrift 
dan ook de nodige aandacht besteed. 
Omdat bij vrijwel ieder onderzoek, waarin de DNA-replikatie 
onder de loep wordt genomen, remstoffen een nuttige rol kunnen 
spelen werd het werkingsmechanisme van een tweetal van die 
Inhibitoren nagegaan. Het tweede en het derde hoofdstuk zijn 
hieraan gewijd. 
Arabinosylcytosine (ara-C), dat in hoofdstuk 2 aan de orde 
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komt, blijkt in de door ons gebruikte koncentratie van 10 
molair de groei van de DNA-ketens zeer sterk te vertragen. 
Dit uit zich ondermeer in een duidelijke toename van de 
relatieve hoeveelheid ingebouwde radioaktiviteit in de Okazaki 
fragmenten. Deze primaire mtermediairen van de DNA-synthese 
werden ingebouwd in groeiende DNA-ketens, zij het dat dit in 
aanwezigheid van ara-C slechts zeer langzaam gebeurde. Dit 
wijst erop dat de Okazaki fragmenten, gevormd in aanwezigheid 
van de remstof, normale tussenprodukten zijn van de DNA-
replikatie. Tenslotte werd, als verklaring voor het feit dat 
de gesynthetiseerde Okazaki fragmenten ten gevolge van de 
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lyseprocedure grotendeels enkelstrengs zijn, een model ont-
worpen dat impliceert dat de Okazaki fragmenten geïnitieerd 
worden ббг de replikatievork. 
Ook daunomycine, dat in het derde hoofdstuk beschreven 
staat, remt bij koncentraties rond 10 molair de keten-
groeisnelheid in sterke mate. Hierdoor wordt echter een 
ander gevolg van de toevoeging van de inhibitor over­
schaduwd, te weten remming van de initiatie van nieuwe 
replikatie-eenheden (de zogenaamde replikons). Dit primaire 
effekt van daunomycine, dat zich uit in een vermindering 
van het aantal nieuw gestarte ketens van replikon-lengte, 
treedt al op bij een koncentratie van 10 molair. 
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift is volledig gewijd aan 
de bestudering van de ruimtelijke struktuur van het replice­
rend DNA. Eerder op dit laboratorium uitgevoerd onderzoek 
had aangetoond dat uit kernen van kalfslevercellen door lyse 
in 1 of 2 molair NaCl een op sukrose gradiënten snelsedi-
menterend eiwitkomplex geïsoleerd kan worden, waaraan vrijwel 
al het DNA gebonden is. De wijze van aanhechting van het DNA 
aan dat skelet is nader onderzocht in hoofdstuk 4. Daartoe 
werd het DNA gedurende verschillende tijden radioaktief ge-
merkt en vervolgens met een drietal DNA-afbrekende enzymen 
behandeld. 
Uit de experimenten met DNase I,dat willekeurig verspreide 
knippen aanbrengt in het DNA,bleek dat kontinu gemerkt DNA 
veel gemakkelijker uit het komplex werd verwijderd dan DNA 
dat slechts zeer kort was gemerkt. Verder werd gevonden dat 
dit puls-gemerkte materiaal resistenter was naarmate de puls-
duur korter werd. Dit betekent dat het eiwit-skelet het meest 
recent gesynthetiseerde DNA het best beschermt, met andere 
woorden dat er zich in de onmiddellijke nabijheid van de 
replikatievork een aanhechtingsplaats moet bevinden. In 
tegenstelling tot DNase I werd vastgesteld dat enkelstrengs 
specifieke nukleasen als Nuklease SI vrijwel uitsluitend 
het nieuw aangemaakte DNA van het skelet losmaken. Reden 
hiervan is dat dit enzym breuken aanbrengt in het tussen 
groeiende Okazaki fragementen gelegen parentale DNA.dat dan 
enkelstrenos is. Zoals te verwachten was. bestond het los-
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gemaakte materiaal dan ook grotendeels ui,t die Okazaki 
fragmenten,basegepaard met parentaai DNA. Afbraak met DNase I 
van het komplex,waaruit de Okazaki fragmenten verwijderd 
waren, liet zien dat de rest van het nieuw gesynthetiseerde 
DNA nog steeds nauw verbonden was met het eiwitskelet. Dit 
restant bestaat uit voltooide Okazaki fragmenten, die ge­
koppeld zijn aan de DNA-ketens van al eerder gedupliceerde 
replikons. Eenzelfde konklusie kon getrokken worden uit ex­
perimenten gedaan met Staphylococcus Nuklease, dat door zijn 
voorkeur voor enkelstrengs DNA eerst de Okazaki fragmenten 
van het skelet losmaakt alvorens de rest van het DNA los te 
knippen. 
Deze resultaten doen vermoeden dat replicerend DNA niet aan 
de snelsedimenterende eiwitstruktuur is gebonden in het ge­
bied, waar de Okazaki fragmenten worden gesynthetiseerd. De 
bindingsplaats moet veeleer gezocht worden op enige afstand 
achter de replikatievork. Of deze plaats de enige is, waar 
replicerend DNA aan het eiweitskelet is aangehecht, is ver­
volgens onderzocht. 
In hoofdstuk 5 is nagegaan of enkelstrengs specifieke 
nukleasen, behalve het met de Okazaki fragmenten geassocieerde, 
nog meer parentaai DNA uit het snelsedimenterende komplex ver­
wijderen. Bekend is dat replikons groepsgewijs, in zogenaamde 
"clusters", gedupliceerd worden. Bij afwezigheid van een 
aanhechtingsplaats ббг de replikatievork zou het daarom in 
principe mogelijk moeten zijn met enkelstrengs nukleasen 
het tussen twee elkaar naderende vorken gelegen nog niet 
gerepliceerde DNA van het skelet los te maken. Omdat dit deel 
op het totale parentale DNA slechts een zeer kleine fraktie 
uitmaakt, werd een methode ontwikkeld om deze fraktie selek-
tief radioaktief te maken. De resultaten van experimenten 
gedaan met dit selektief gemerkte DNA lijken, voorlopig, 
te wijzen in de richting van het niet voorkomen van een 
aanhechtingspunt ббг de replikatievork. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk staat een onderzoek beschreven van 
de chromatinestruktuur van replicerend DNA. Eerder (hoofdstuk 
4) was aangetoond dat het enkelstrengs Nuklease SI Okazaki 
fragmenten verwijdert uit replicerend DNA, dat histon-vrij 
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is gemaakt. In ρίνα echter komt het chromatine voor in de 
zogenaamde nukleosoomstruktuur, cylindrische histonkomplexen 
waar de DNA-keten omheen is gewikkeld. Naar alle waarschijn­
lijkheid is het zo met histonen bezette replicerende DNA 
minder toegankelijk voor het enkelstrengs specifieke enzym 
dan het histon-vrij gemaakte. Dit werd inderdaad experimen­
teel bevestigd, en wel met twee verschillende enkelstrengs 
specifieke nukleasen. Gekonstateerd werd dat deze twee enzymen 
in staat zijn maximaal de helft van de hoeveelheid Okazaki 
fragmenten te verwijderen, die uit het histon-vrije materiaal 
zijn los te maken. Op grond hiervan kon een model worden 
opgesteld, waarin initiatie van de afzonderlijke Okazaki 
fragmenten plaatsvindt op plaatsen willekeurig verspreid 
over de internukleosomale gebieden. 
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CURRICULUM ІТДЕ 
Schrijver dezes werd op 10 mei 1949 geboren in Hilversum. 
Ondanks een aantal omzwervingen in de tussenliggende jaren 
werd uiteindelijk niet ver daar vandaan, aan het Baarnsch 
Lyceum, in 1967 het einddiploma gymnasium β behaald. 
In datzelfde jaar werd ook een aanvang gemaakt met de 
scheikunde studie aan de Rijks Universiteit Utrecht. In 
december 1970 werd daarop het kandidaatsexamen S2 behaald, 
in september 1974 gevolgd door het doktoraal. Voor het, wat 
dat laatste betreft echter zover was waren het bijvak 
fysiologische chemie (Dr. P.D. Baas en Prof.Dr. H.S. Jansz), 
het hoofdvak biochemie (Dr. J. de Gier) en tenslotte het 
bijvak kulturele antropologie (Prof.Dr. J. van Baal) met 
goed gevolg doorlopen. 
De beloning hiervoor van zijde van de Rijks Universiteit 
Utrecht kwam al snel in de vorm van een tijdelijke aanstelling 
(augustus t/m december 1974) bij de vakgroep Biochemie van 
de Mondholte van de Subfaculteit Tandheelkunde, gevolgd door 
een, eveneens tijdelijke detachering bij de W.W. 
Mede dankzij steun van de Stichting Scheikundig Onderzoek in 
Nederland kwam hieraan op 1 juni 1975 een einde door een 
aanstelling als wetenschappelijk ambtenaar op het Laboratorium 
van Chemische Cytologie (Prof.Dr. Ch.M.A. Kuyper) waar onder 
leiding van Dr. F. Wanka tot 1 november 1979 het onderzoek 
werd verricht dat tot dit proefschrift heeft geleid. 
De laatste hand aan die proeve van bekwaamheid als onderzoeker 
werd in de, inmiddels al vertrouwde, W.W. gelegd. 
Vanaf 1 augustus 1980 is de schrijver verbonden aan het 
sekretariaat van de Raad van Advies voor het Wetenschaps­
beleid. 
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1. Het door Fridland gesuggereerde werkingsmechanisme van arabino-
sylcytosine levert nauwelijks een verklaring voor de gekonsta-
teerde differentiële effekten van deze remstof op de initiatie 
respektievelijk de elongatie van nascente replikons. 
Fridland, A. (1977) Bioohem. 16, 5308-5312. 
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 2. 
2. Het verlies in 0,5M NaCl van dubbelstrengs, nascent DNA uit 
mononukleosoraen zou erop kunnen wijzen dat het nukleosoom dicht 
achter de replikatievork voorkomt in een instabiele replikatieve 
vorm, die plaats biedt aan beide dochterheiixen. 
Sohlaeger, E.J. and Knippers, R. (1979) Nucleic Acids Res. 6, 
645-656. 
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 6. 
3. Dat arabinosylcytosine de replikon-initiatie remt, wordt niet aan-
nemelijker gemaakt door het herhaald en in verschillende tijd-
schriften presenteren van gelijkluidende resultaten van een 
beperkt aantal, nauwelijks van elkaar afwijkende experimenten. 
Fridland, A. (1977) Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 74, 72-78. 
Fridland, Α. (1977) Biochem. 16, 5308-5312. 
Bell, D.E. and Fridland, A. (1980) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 
606, 57-66. 
4. De bewering van Vance en de Kruijff dat methylering van fosfo-
lipiden niet van fysiologisch belang kan zijn gezien de geringe 
grootte van dit effekt, dient, alvorens als serieuze kritiek op 
het werk van Axelrod en Hirata beschouwd te kunnen worden, ex­
perimenteel te worden onderbouwd. 
Vanee, D.E. and de Kruijff, B. (1980) Nature 288, 277-278. 
Axelrod, J. and Rirata, F. (1980) Nature 288, 278-279. 
5. Uit de konstatering dat mobiele onderzoekers dikwijls de beteren 
zijn, mag niet zondermeer afgeleid worden dat het veranderen van 
werkkring de oorzaak is van die hogere kwaliteit. 
6. Subsidiëring door SON heeft ook haar schaduwzijden. 
7. De skepsis, waarmee in Nederland een onorthodox onderzoeksidee 
gewoonlijk wordt begroet, kan een niet te onderschatten reden 
zijn van het, door de Verkenningskommissie Chemisch Onderzoek ge-
konstateerde, te wensen overlaten van de originaliteit van de 
Nederlandse chemische research. 
Chemie, nu en straks. 
Een verkenning van het door de overheid gefinancierde 
chemisch onderzoek in Nederland. (1979) 
8. Dat personeel bij een reorganisatie door de instellings- of 
bedrijfsleiding maar al te vaak als lastpost wordt beschouwd, 
zou juist niet moeten betekenen dat het in de procedure behandeld 
wordt als sluitpost. 
9. Een eerste aktiepunt van een nog op te richten belangenvereniging 
van toertochtschaatsers zal ongetwijfeld zijn het afdwingen van 
een wettelijk geregelde minimum-hoogte voor bruggetjes over 
tochten en sloten. 
10. Als de situatie op de arbeidsmarkt niet drastisch verandert, zal 
in de toekomst menig cytoloog blijvend verworden tot sollicitoloog. 
Nijmegen, 12 februari 1981 
P.A. Dijkwel 


